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Air  
quality
 
is 
the
 
issue
 
By Michael 
Barton 
Spartan  Daily Staff 
Writer  
The Bay 
Area  was breathing a 
little easier last 
year following
 an Environmental
 Protection 
Agency 
(EPA)  designation of 
"attainment" of 
federal air 
quality
 standards  
making it the 
largest 
metropolitan  area 
to do so. Then 
came
 a 
series of 
"post  attainment high 
ozone episodes" 
 periods of 
non-compliance  
just  days after 
the 
designation.
 
Since then, 
Bay Area air quality
 agencies have 
been searching
 for answers and 
looking
 at the 
policy 
implications.  That was 
the topic at 
Thursday's day-long 
symposium, titled "The
 40 
Year 
Rocky  Road to Federal 
Ozone  Attainment 
in 
the  San Francisco 
Bay Area" 
Bringing together 
diverse  interests (from poli-
cy makers 
to the industries 
they regulate) 
the 
See 
Ozone,Back page 
SPORTS
 
Karl Nov 
makes 
gymnasti  
his busin 
Philanthropists
 
honored
 
with  
doctorates
 
By 
Francis  Ladines 
Spartan Daily 
Staff  Writer 
Altittitti 
Alan and 
Phyllis  Simpkins 
have con-
tributed to the lives of 
many
 people at San Jose State
 
University.  
In 
the 1970s they 
revived
 the Spartan 
Marching  
Band. 
When the university 
had  budget problems 
in
 
1986 and  
1990, the Simplunses 
donated funds to the 
intercollegiate
 athletics program.
 The rebuilding 
of 
Moss Landing
 Laboratories, gifts
 of equipment of 
the 
Nutrition  and Food 
Science
 Department and
 the 
establishment
 of the 
International
 Center are 
other 
examples of 
their gratitude. 
Perhaps 
the  most visible 
of
 their efforts is 
the 
Simpkins 
Stadium
 Center that
 provides a work-out
 
and event
 facility for the athletic
 teams. It is the first
 
building at 
SJSU
 funded entirely
 from private gifts,
 
including 
their  gift of $1.5 million. 
Thanking  the 
years  of help, the 
Simpkinses  will 
receive the 
honorary  Doctor 
of
 Humane 
Letters
 
degrees at the 
commencement  
exercises
 on May 25. 
"Alan
 and Phyllis 
Simpkins  have been 
honored by 
SJSU in 
numerous 
ways,"
 said President
 Robert 
Caret. "They 
have  both received 
the tower Award,
 
the
 highest award 
given by the 
university,  and in 
It's the
 only
 school
 I'll
 ever 
have. It 
just  needs
 help. 
Alan  
Simpkins
 
honorary  
doctorate  
ret pieta 
1989
 the 
California  
State  
University
 named
 them 
Philanthropists
 of the 
Year."  He said 
the degrees
 rec-
ognize two 
individuals
 who 
exemplify  the
 alumni 
dedication.
 
"It's the 
only  school 
I'll ever have.
 It just 
needs  
help,"
 said Alan. 
Someone 
such  as 
myself
 can help 
out." 
He has 
been  a 
successful
 
businessman
 in 
telecom-
munications
 for nearly 
30
 years. "But 
that was due 
to 
the training 
at SJSU," he 
said. 
"A lot 
of
 times you 
don't 
appreciate  
professors  
when 
you're there.
 
Alan received 
his bachelor 
of 
science
 
degree
 in 
physics
 in 1948 from
 SJSU. At the
 telecommunica-
tions industry
 was just 
starting.  
Simpkins
 ended 
up 
founding two 
telecommunications
 
companies.  "I 
worked  hard, 
awfully  hard. 
And  the timing 
was per-
fect.
 Successful
 businessesjust
 don't 
happen." 
He sold his 
first  company, 
Delcon Corp.,
 
Hewlett
 Packard 
Co.  in 1965. 
Simpkins 
stayed  as 
general
 manager 
of the Deleon
 Division 
at
 HP for 
three years.
 There 
he
 formed a 
friendship 
with 
noted 
philanthropist  
David  Packard. 
"I learned 
a lot from 
him. I think
 I am a 
better  
person  from 
knowing  him," 
said Alan. 
Though
 Packard 
had an 
influence,  Alan
 doesn't 
know 
how he 
started
 giving to 
SJSU. "I 
don't
 knots
 
how 
something  like 
that starts. 
It's  a feeling."
 
Alan's 
wife, Phyllis 
Simpkins, 
has  also given 
to the 
university.  
Graduating  in 
1946 with 
bachelor of 
arts 
degree
 in home 
economics  
and  marketing,
 Phyllis 
headed 
several 
projects.  The 
International
 Center, 
phhoyullsiisng  for 
foreign 
students,  
was  organized
 by 
Phyllis
 also 
planned
 the 
Simpkins  
Center.
 It was 
built by 
donations  and  
fund
 raising. 
See 
SimpkIne,Back  
page 
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San Jose Clash 
defender  and middle fielder 
Michael
 Emenalo (5), right, heads
 the ball across and 
away form 
the goalie during the second 
half
 of Wednesday nights game 
against  the Colorado Rapids. 
Goaltender Tom 
Liner  (1), center, and the Clash 
defense  were able to keep the 
Colorado  Rapids from 
PHOTO BY CHRIS 
S1MI.ts LSPtsiAN
 DAWN 
scoring in the second half. The Clash earned their third victory 3-1. The team will face the undefeated 
L.A. Galaxy next Sunday at 4 p.m. at Spartan Stadium.
 
CYBER CONCERT
 ON-LINE 
By Francis Ladines 
Spartan  Daily Staff 
Writer  
Take hundreds of musical 
instruments, video equipment and 
computers and 
place them in an 
auditorium. Then have bands, 
artists poets on hand to perform. 
Add free food, drinks and admis-
sion and you have 
the  makings of 
one huge celebration.
 
"It's probably gonna be the 
biggest party in the history 
of this 
university," said Gary 
Singh,  co-
founder of the 
event.
 While the 
audience and
 performers will fill 
Morris Dailey Auditorium, the 
whole world will be able to join. 
The concert is named DigIT, 
Digital Internet 
Teleconcert.  The 
purpose is to establish 
SJSU
 as a 
hot spot for 
communication  and 
explore the
 relationship of art, 
technology
 and communication.
 
While  concerts 
have
 been 
broadcast
 live over the
 Internet 
before,
 this will be the 
world's first 
to
 use 
Asynchronous
 
Transfer
 
Mode (ATM)
 networks.
 
"That may 
not  sound impor-
tant, but ATM
 is technology
 that's 
gonna he 
employed  all 
over the 
It's
 probably gonna be 
the bi:4: 
est party in the 
history of this university
 
evencanYt.fMher  
world in 
the next 10 
years,"
 Singh 
said.
 
Don Tanner,
 Singh's 
partner,  
said ATM 
is the latest, 
state-of-the-
art 
computer  
networking
 technol-
ogy. It allows
 for a huge increase
 
in 
the amount 
of video and 
audio 
information
 to be 
transferred
 at 
high 
speeds.  
Dig1T started 
out as a class 
pro-
ject for Singh
 and Tanner. 
Both 
are 
graduate  students 
in art and 
were  taking a 
CADRE
 (Computers
 
in 
Art)  class. 
"CADRE is 
an experimental 
center  for 
working
 with new 
media applications
 and art," said 
Joel Slayton, professor of art and 
director of CADRE. Slayton is a 
performance
 artist whose digital 
images have been 
presented  inter-
nationally. He uses 
computer 
graphics, audio and other elec-
tronics to 
create
 art. 
Slayton 
will  perform an interac-
tive piece 
that
 will turn the audi-
ence into an Internet 
browser. "It's 
something both the live (audi-
ence) and the rest of 
the  world, 
anyone logged on, 
to
 be able to 
influence the 
performance."
 Not 
wanting 
to "give it all away," he 
refrained from 
details.  
Singh will also perform with his 
experimental group Gas 
Chamber
 
Orchestra. Singh formed
 the 
Orchestra 
four  years ago when he 
was getting his bachelor's degree 
in music at SJSU. With other
 
music majors, the group was an 
outlet to show disdain for tradi-
tionalism,
 complacency and for-
mality and to he
 absurd.
 
"Crazy
 music that no one else 
was 
doing.  If we wanted to do Air 
Supply covers on a tuba, 
we can 
do that. 
Violins  and washing 
machines.
 Bring lawn mowers 
on 
stage,"
 said 
Singh.
 
[hiring one  
show they smashed 
a Honda on stage.
 In their cook -
See 
Cyber,Back  page 
Steinbeck
 reinterpreted  
By William Jeske 
Spartan Daily 
Staff Willer 
Five
 dramatic interpreters,
 a fea-
tured artist, three 
judges,
 a host, a 
coordinator and a retired 
profes-
sor  made up the 
dramatis
 person-
ae of the 97th
 Katicher/Mitchell 
Event 
for Excellence in 
Oral 
Interpretation.  
This year's event was a 
tribute to 
blue collar America and
 the dra-
matic interpreters 
were to perform 
works by John Steinbeck or by one 
of his literary contemporaries. 
The Tuesday prior, ten
 actors 
competed to be one 
of five finalists 
to vie for the
 $150 prize for the 
best 
performance.  
Oral interpretation, 
as opposed 
to 
monologues,  is the art of taking 
an author's
 work and interpreting
 
it 
for the stage. Delving
 further 
than character 
development,  the 
interpreter
 tries to convey in 
the 
performance
 the author's 
theme.  
And therefore show the
 theme via 
reading from 
the interpreter's cus-
tomised script to he used during 
the performance. 
Ideally to have 
started at 7 p.m. 
Wednesday, the 
Hall Todd Studio 
event 
began 17) 
minutes 
later  
However, the forgiving and under-
standing audience of several 
dozen  didn't seem to mind the 
delay 
knowing the forthcoming 
interpretation
 performances will 
have been  worth the wait. 
With lights dimming in the 
already 
naturally
 dark studio, oral 
interpreter Natashia
 Bracy took 
center  stage holding a black 
binder under one arm containing 
carefully scripted 
pages.
 Modestly 
opening her 
script  Bracy opened 
with two 
works  from Langston 
Hughes' 
"Don't You Want to be 
Free?",
 "Negro Mother" and 
"Harlem is Tired." Bracy interpret-
ed with a modest 
ambition  and 
command 
of
 the work. 
Bracy
 had intended to 
compete  
in the preliminaries 
but  couldn't 
make the 
appointment  so the 
event's supervisor. Beverly Mathis -
Swanson asked her
 to be the open-
ing featured artist. 
Following  
Bracy  was the 
show's  
host 
Lisa Vanderpool, this 
year's  
}Coacher Fellow 
who assisted 
Mathis
-Swanson  with coordinating 
the event.
 Vanderpool welcomed
 
the nearly -full studio's audience 
and introduced 
the three judges, 
Egan Schulz 
spit  ptotessots Ilit.tht th 
Pionclexter.
 Robert Jenkins 
cud 
SJSU  
theater
 arts 
gtathicit  
jcines
 
KaS011. 
See Steinbeck,Back page 
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Bo and 
O.J. 
on 
British  
Bo
 Derek 
says
 she'll
 appear on a 
new 
British  
talk
 show 
with 
OJ. 
Simpson
just as 
long 
as she 
doesn't
 have
 to 
be
 
in 
the 
same  
room  
as 
him.
 
 Page 3 
P'Martin'
 star
 
confused  
Martin  
Lawrence
 
was  not on 
drugs
 when
 he 
ran 
into
 a 
busy
 
intersection
 
armed,
 
dis-
oriented  
and
 
screaming.
 
 Pito 3 
Apple 
to fix bad
 Macs 
Apple Computers
 Inc.
 
officials
 
said
 Thursday 
the company 
will 
repair
 for free
 defects
 in some
 
desidop
 computers,
 but 
the  
move
 
stops
 short
 of a 
recall.
 
 
PAW 3  
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Student
 waits to exhale after finals 
OPINION
 
San 
Jose  State
 
University  SPARTAN 
DAILY  
Editorial
   
Mother's
 
Day
 
more
 
than
 a 
card  
The 
circle  around
 this Sunday
 
on
 the 
calender
 
hanging
 on the
 
wall  signifies 
that  Mother's
 Day is 
again upon us. 
Hold  on, do 
not panic 
yet,
 you 
still 
have two 
shopping  days
 until 
the flower
 shops 
close and 
the 
drugstore  
on
 the corner
 sells out 
of 
sappy 
greeting
 cards, 
forcing 
you to 
buy one 
of
 those 
joke
 
cards your 
mother 
will
 surely 
hate. 
It really 
does not 
matter
 what 
kind 
of card you 
buy  or what 
color 
chocolate
 is in 
the  frilly, 
gift
 wrapped box. 
Your  mother 
does not 
care,  as long 
as it is 
from her baby. 
Like it 
or
 not, you 
are always 
her 
baby. When
 you 
graduate
 
from college,
 she will 
tell
 her co-
workers 
both  about 
the  ceremo-
A 
mother's  
love ig 
uncompromising
 
... 
no one will 
ever
 love 
you like 
your  
mother.
  
ny and 
the  time you 
ate a bug 
when you
 were 
three. 
A mother's
 love is 
uncompro-
mising. 
Your 
spouse
 may 
make 
claims
 of blind
 love, 
but no 
mat-
ter 
how  hard 
he or she
 tries, 
no
 
one will 
ever love 
you  like 
your
 
mother.
 
Who 
hung
 up 
your
 horrible,
 
Rorschach
 test
-looking
 drawing
 
on the refrigerator
 when you 
were young, only to 
show
 it off to 
all the 
neighbors? 
Who could
 you rely on to 
pick 
you up if your 
car broke down in 
the bad part 
of town? Who 
would
 pay your rent 
for  you if 
you 
ran out of money? 
Well, 
maybe not 
the last one. 
Sunday is not about 
buying 
token gifts
 or making 
a five-
minute phone 
call. This is the 
one day 
of the year that 
we
 chil-
dren get to celebrate
 the woman 
who 
gave  us life. 
Virtually  the 
first two 
decades
 of our lives 
are  
celebrated
 and 
cherished
 by her,  
so this is 
our  chance 
to say, 
"Thank
 you, mom.
 We appreci-
ate  all you have 
done for us.
 And 
by 
the way, we 
love you, 
too." 
Semester's
 end brings 
summer
 
daydreams  
By Lisa Brown 
Ihave
 a fever! Fever in the morning 
and fever all through those longer 
and longer, more unbearable lectures. 
Spring fever is gripping my heart and 
soul. 
When will this semester end? When will 
I be able to breathe that sigh of relief and 
start thinking about camping, hiking, 
swimming and 
just about anything else 
except 
school? 
Some days it feels like father time is 
playing games and making the days 
longer. 
In other words, lecture times
 feel like 
they automatically
 doubled and I cannot 
pay any more 
attention.  
I think I am suffering from springtime -
college -student attention deficit disorder. 
I normally take 
pages  of notes for each 
of my classes, but for some reason over the 
last week or so, my mind wanders so much 
that I 
am lucky to walk out with half a 
Page.  
All I can
 think about is the warm sun 
glowing over mountain tops, piercing 
through pine trees as I tear off my boots 
and place my tired and happy feet into a 
cool mountain stream at Lassen Volcanic 
National Park. 
Except for the
 beautiful birdsinging, 
total silence and peace is wonderfully 
mindboggling. 
There I am faced with several options: 
do nothing, nothing or nothing. 
Ground control to Lisa Brown. 
There are 
term papers to write, final 
exams to take and a room vet to rent for 
my Fresno internship this summer (I hope 
it is air conditioned with a pool).
 
My human 
sexuality  professor attempts 
to spark a class conversation  about 
pornography and censorship. 
I jump in with a coherent comment 
then immediately check back out to my 
Lassen adventure. 
While my geography professor discusses 
the geopolitical conflicts in Sudan, I am 
thinking about Snag Lake and the baby 
deer my husband and I 
named Bufford, 
who knew precisely when to arrive for his 
dinner; he was always ready to properly 
dispose of our leftover meals. 
Good God! I just want to scream. 
I can smell summer. 
The end of this 
semester means I only 
have two 
more
 semesters of course work to 
go before I escape with a bachelor's 
degree. 
I am the first in my family with awards 
and scholarships, 
now  I will also be the 
first with a bachelor's degree. 
I feel a certain sense of responsibility to 
complete my degree
 on time, but the view 
from the observation deck along the Eagle 
Creek trail at Henry 
Cowell
 state park that 
overlooks the Monterey Peninsula is to
 
the 
for. 
Stop it! Stay 
focused,  Lisa. 
All you have to do is write this opinion 
piece that your new 
opinion
 page editor 
begged you for and then you will almost 
be home free. 
I know I cannot be the  only student who 
feels this way. 
Dazed and confused disease is an epi-
demic on many 
college  campuses this 
time of year. 
The stack of books from the library in 
your backpack means that the semester is 
nearly over. 
You are finally about to finish the last 
research paper due in a couple of days 
that you have been meaning to start since 
February. 
 Letters to the Editor 
Moral values vs. 
naked 
women  
I would like to 
applaud
 Eddie 
Zacapa for exhibiting 
the willpow-
er to hold onto his 
moral values in 
the midst of 
temptations  such as 
Penthouse magazine. 
In his article 
on May 2, he 
described  his com-
mitment to view 
women for who 
they 
are and not as 
sex  objects. 
Mr. Zacapa has learned that sim-
ply trying to score with women ulti-
mately leads
 to unsatisfying and 
ruined 
relationships.  
The 
contemporary  moral cli-
mate has 
deteriorated to a point 
where 
many
 of today's youths 
believe that 
what's on the 
outside  is 
important, 
rather than 
what's
 on 
the inside. 
Women have
 made tremendous 
progress in 
the way of equality and 
respect 
over the last 
couple of 
decades.  Sadly, they 
are  still com-
monly portrayed as 
sex objects in 
television, 
movies,  advertisements 
and in many 
parts of our 
society.
 
More
 people need to 
come to 
the realization that 
standing by 
one's religious 
values  and attempt-
ng to see 
beyond a woman's 
body 
are ideals 
which  should be 
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Compassion helps 
workplace 
morale 
Lisa Brown posed a very appro-
priate question in her May 3 article 
entitled, "flexibility, compassion 
breed productivity." She asked cur-
rent students  future business 
executives and managers  what 
kind of management style they 
would 
emulate.  
According to a recent
 Spartan 
Daily article, 73% 
of SPIV gradu-
ates work in the business sector. 
With thousands of potential corpo-
rate leaders and decision makers 
reading her column, the question 
could have far-reaching implica-
tions. 
I hope many students 
take  the 
time to ponder this important 
question. We've all seen or known 
the hardass, in your face 
type of 
manager.
 Granted, things do tend 
to get done within an organization 
or department with this kind of 
management 
style. Although, 
things
 can still get done efficiently 
and timely (even moreso), with a 
Sarah fiarvey-Lombardo 
Rowena T Millado 
Justin Carder 
Kamilah A Boone 
Eddie Zacapa 
Juile Galvan. Ken McNeill 
Frank Cava 
Carlos Gonzalez 
Shawna Glynn 
Charlene Cook 
John 
Stubler
 
John 
Woo  
Blair Whitney 
  (408)924-3280 
924-3282 
924-3270 
924-3277  
It is also time to dust off the sunscreen, 
lawn chairs, camping equipment, maps, 
life preservers and other outdoor equip-
ment to get ready for the 
great escape. 
Yes, gas prices are  
skyrocketing just in time 
for the summer, but so 
what? 
Have you ever 
seen a midsummer's 
night sky along the New 
Mexico plain? 
You can sit for an 
hour and
 count several 
falling stars, see constellations 
you were unable to see 
before because of city lights 
and hear the pleasant sounds 
of silence between 
cars along the 
interstate free-
way. 
But, before I 
get into my trek 
away from civi-
lization, I must 
pass my classes. 
That means long hours 
spent on my butt reading about 
geography, human sexuality and 
global mass communications. 
This month feels like 4 p.m., 
the Friday before a two week 
vacation  from work. 
I do not want to 
focus,  study, concen-
trate, read, write or do anything. 
The only  thing I want to do is vacation, 
vacation and vacation.
 
As I write this, I look over to the Spartan 
Daily newsroom board and see there are 
only four issues left. 
Wow!
 I sure have come a long 
way,
 baby. 
style that embodies valuing and 
appreciating employees. 
I've worked harder for managers 
who treated 
me
 with the respect I 
deserved, than managers who were 
always looking over my shoulder  
ready to pounce at the drop of a 
hat. 
The management at the compa-
ny I work for really tries to treat 
everyone with the utmost respect. 
In return, the employees are some 
of the 
most  satisfied and devoted 
workers I know of. 
The moral: A little
 kindness 
goes along, long way. 
Robert Shields 
Advertising 
Euthanasia
 raises 
scientific  debate 
I wish
 to congratulate you on the 
excellent comments made on the 
article, "Euthanasia and the bur-
den of life," in the May 2 issue. It 
dealt with the difficult, emotional 
and agonizing aspects of serious ill-
ness, pain and anguish in a very 
human way. 
My problem with the article is 
the very notion of the right to die. 
Spartan
 
Daily  
Reporters 
Leslie Asbury, Michael 
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 Becki Bell. Lindy Boisven. 
Lisa 
Brown. 
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I made it through another semester one 
day at a time. 
am proud particularly because I 
still  
have life's ultimate blessings: my hus-
band, my 
daugh-
It seems to me that
 there does not 
exist the 
necessary philosophical 
debate, as yet, to 
even consider 
such a notion.
 If one views all the 
religious 
and  philosophical tradi-
tions 
throughout every 
civilization,  
one does 
not  encounter argu-
ments
 or debates regarding the 
more recent notion of the quality 
of life. All fundamental traditions 
assume that pain, anguish and 
death are part of life. You cannot 
have life without all these other 
elements, including its joys. 
The challenge lies not in 
expanding  and allowing concepts 
of the right
 to die, but in improv-
ing 
methods  that bring relief to 
people 
who find themselves in 
these agonizing
 states. Medical sci-
ence
 continues to make such 
advances.
 Humanity must contin-
ue 
to advance with medicine and 
technology in the spirit 
of 
patience, endurance
 and hope. 
I believe our attitudes should 
not be one of 
a permanent solu-
tion 
 death, but rather one for a 
continuous
 and open search for 
cures and comfort. 
Alycea D. 
Jimenez  
Graduate 
Student in Mass 
Communications 
Advertising 
Advertising Director 
Art Director 
Retail 
Manager 
National Manager 
Etc. 
Manager  
Marketing 
Manager 
Downtown
 Manager 
Retail Account 
Executives  
Art 
Downtown
 Account 
Executives 
Etc. Executive 
ter and my self esteem. 
How ya like me now? 
Lisa Brown is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer. 
Student gives
 out 
thanks and insults 
I have resisted writing to the 
Spartan Daily this entire semester.
 
But, alas, I have succumbed out 
of
 
nostalgia after reflecting
 over my 
last two years 
with  my involvement 
in Associated
 Students. Some of 
you 
(Greek  system) may remem-
ber me as the 
only director who 
voted 
against  a $7,000 brochure to 
increase "Greek life." Still, others 
may remember me as the director 
who argued vehemently against 
the administration and their 
"token" students 
for trying to raise 
student 
fees
 for ill qualified coach-
es' salaries 
and  Tom Brennen' s 
inflated 
ego.  Yes, the administra-
tion 
tried to pin the blame on 
women's 
sports  and Title IX, but 
obviously
 to no avail. 
The most 
valuable
 lesson I've 
learned is this:
 When you 
play  a 
game
 (especially politics) don't 
look
 at the scoreboard,
 it doesn't 
matter.  Concentrate
 on your per-
formance and
 accept the positive 
and 
negative  feedback you 
receive 
equally. 
There are a few
 people I 
would like to 
thank who have 
made my 
college experience
 worth 
Kerry Burman 
Michael Rackley 
Kristy Barenbrugge 
Kristy Barenbrugge 
Arlene Villanueva 
Manah Kunau 
Sal Safi 
Tom Sulic. Tina
 Flores. 
Javier Zavala 
Candid() 
Belmonte.  
Sandra 
C.arranza,
 All Yari 
Craig 
Hammond,  Chns
 
Hill 
Laila
 Totalahall, 
Spartan
 Daily (USP5309480). is 
published  every school day lor in
 (lull academic yeah 
and
 $0
 (semester)
 Second class postage 
paid
 al San Jose and additional 
maillnq offices 
Send address changes 10 the 
Spartan
 Daily San /ow 
State  
University
 One 
Washington  
Square. 
San  lose CA 
9502
 Cues 59.11 
sulnalptions
 
soccepeed 
on
  remainder 
ol 
timelier  
baais 
4 
writing about. 
Marilyn Charell: the strength of 
humor, you go Colombo. 
Julie 
Brown:
 your endurance, your 
blossoming,
 your guts, you are a 
Queen. 
Norah Salazar: the ieal Vice Pres., 
win or lose,
 do it anyway. 
Political 
Science
 Dept.: for teach-
ing the most 
detrimental  classes at 
this university. 
Jane Boyd:  your time,
 understand-
ing, outspoken and 
beautiful  self. 
Carlos Brum: your
 extreme 
patience, discipline and praise. If 
it 
wasn't for you I would have 
NEVER have been able to write 
this column, because I wouldn't 
be
 
in school. 
Mike: my friend, and love. My feel-
ings say more than any words possi-
bly could. 
Students: Thank you for finding 
the time to 
participate in your 
school, 
any way that you saw fit. 
President Caret: 
through  it all, I 
still support you ... but not your 
fees! ! 
Women' s Resource 
Center:  Thank 
You ... for leaving me 
alone.  
Denelle Fedor 
Political Science 
Opinion  
Page  Policies
 
All  Spartan Daily 
readers
 are encouraged 
to express 
themselves on the Opinion
 page with a Letter to the 
Editor, which 
should  be 300 
words  or less. 
Letters  or viewpoints 
must be typed and 
may be: 
4put
 in the Letters to the
 Editor box at the 
Spartan  Daily 
office in Dwight Bente! Hat
 room 209 
*faxed to (408)924-3237 or 
*mailed  to the Spartan 
Daily Opinion Page 
Editor,  
School
 of Journalism 
and Mass 
C.ommunications,  San 
Jose 
State University. One 
Washington  Square, San 
Jose. 
CA 
951900140.  
Submissions
 become the ploperty oils.
 
Sparisn  Daily 
and 
may
 be edited kw doily.
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Associated
 
Students
 
Program
 
Board  
Only
 Locals 
Aloud 
Musical  
Assault
 concert,  
featuring
 Van 
Gogh's  
Daughter  
and  Mr. 
T 
Experience.
 
Noon.  Student
 
Union, 
Amphitheater.
 'all 
924-6261.
 
Chinese
 Campus 
Fellowship 
Bible study.
 2:30p.m.-5p.m.
 
Student 
Union, 
Guadalupe
 
rm. 
Call  
225-2224.
 
Counseling  
Services
 
Personal-gr.(
 twth 
group.
 I p.m.-
230p.m. 
Administration
 Bldg., 
rm. 201. Call 
924-5937.  
Dean of 
Continuing 
Education  
Selection 
Cormnittee  
Open  forum 
evaluation 
of 
andidate 
Violet
 Towne, 
"1S0p.m.-2:30p.m.  
instructional 
Resource
 Center,
 rm. 308. 
(Lunch. Noon. 
University  
Club.).  Call 924-2400. 
Frencib Club 
Meeting and
 
conversations
 in 
French. 12:SOp.m.-1 :SOp.m. 
MacQuarrie Hall, 
=BM  
pfr.
 
Call 283-0753. 
*auks 
fasesubie 
°Music of the 
11-opics from 
'te Sides of the World  
and the
 Caribbean. Bp.m. 
Bldg.,
 Concert Half. 
1: m. 
Services  min-
don B dg., 
201. 
924591(1.
 
Students
 
g. 
12:30p 
, 
9264640.  
Saint 
Call 286-3313. 
MECIIA 
Meeting. 2p.m. Chicano 
Resource 
Center, Wahlquist Library,
 
third floor. 
Call 246-2565. 
School of Art lc Design 
Student galleries art exhibits: 
Carrie Shere, MFA exhibit; 
Helen Wood, mixed media; 
Robert Talbott, painting; 
Rachelle Stangeland,
 painting, 
Riya Devine, painting; and 
"20/21
 
vision: 
hindsight, 
insight,
 
foresight." lla.m.-9p.m. 
Art Building. Call 924-9330. 
Sikh Student Aasodstion 
Meeting. 12:30p.m. Student 
Union, 
Pacheco
 rm. 
Call 270-9331. 
Women's  Resource Center 
Open 
support
 
group.10:30p.m. 
Administration
 Bldg., rm. 207. 
Call 924-6500. 
Fullinight Scholars Honored 
2-5 p.m., Sweeney Hall and 
courtyard.,
 Call 924-1165 
Sunday
 
unnpus 
Ministry 
M. 8p.m. St.
 
..Joseph 
Cathedral,
 90 S. 
Market
 
Si.
 
Call 9384610, 
Sparta Guide is tree 
and 
ittiallibis so 
students
 bad-
ktistamoodations.
 
Is 2yan aro 
days 
beItiazzublkation.
 F011115 
at Daii 209. 
Entries
 
may be 
edited  to 
allow for Apace restrietiotu. 
Apple repairs
 
CUPERTINO 
(AP)
 - Apple 
Computers 
Inc. officials said 
Thursday the 
company
 will repair 
for free defects in some desktop 
and 
laptop
 computers, but the 
move stops short of a recall. Apple 
said some
 of its desktop Peformas 
and 
Power Macs have defective 
chips that can freeze up 
the com-
puter  or change 
the
 monitors' 
hues. 
The PowerBook 
laptops can 
show cracks in 
the casing around 
the 
hinges and the
 AC adaptor 
jack can come 
loose,  said Apple's 
spokeswoman
 Nancy Morrison. 
Correction 
In a May 8 story about
 apply-
ing for 
graduation, it 
was  incor-
rectly stated
 that when 
filing for 
graduation the 
petitioner 
should
 
turn
 in the 
application
 for gradu-
ation 
and the 
major  and 
minor  
forms at 
different
 times. 
When
 
applying fin- 
graduation  the 
peti-
tioner must
 turn in all 
the  forms 
(graduation,  
major
 and minor)  
at 
the same 
time.  We 
regret
 the 
error.
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EARN
 MONEY IN 
RESEARCH 
TIRED OF 
TARING  ALL THOSE 
MEDICINES 
FOR ALLERGY 
RELATED 
ASTHMA?
 If you are
 a 
nonsmoker,  
using
 oral or 
inhaled
 
steroids
 and between 
the ages of 12-
45 yon
 am earn 
tip to 
$2,000.00
 by 
puticipating  in 
a unique 
rmearch
 
snub'
 for 
cht  
it tit :Istituto t utlike
 any 
therapy 
turret itly available. 
Allergy 
Sc Asthma 
Associates 
of
 Santa Clara Valley
 
Research Center 
4155 
Mi pal k Ave, Ste. 6, Sam
 
lose
 
Call 
I _so 7 I- \ s I I I \ I \ 
PEOPLE 
Rocky's
 
lawsuit,  
Bo's
 
stipulation
 and 
an 
upset
 8
-year -old 
Sty sues ex
-step  
MIAMI
 (AP) - 
It's
 round two 
in a legal 
fight between
 Sylvester Stallone
 and his ex -
stepfather. 
Stallone is suing Anthony
 Filiti, his former 
business manager. The "Rocky" star claims 
Filiti cost him nearly 
$10  million by making 
high -risk, self-serving 
investments,  misappro-
pnating funds and doctoring records. 
Filiti worked for 
Stallone  from 1991 until 
being fired last year. 
The lawsuit is a response to a 
$50 million 
suit Filiti filed against Stallone in March. In 
it, Filiti claimed he was defamed and 
wrong-
fully  fired. 
Filiti, who is 
divorced from Stallone's 
mother, Jacqueline, calls 
Sly's  suit nonsense. 
if
 he wants to 
be stupid, that's his prob-
lem. Life goes
 on,
 Filiti said.
 
Derek to split the screen with O.J. 
LONDON (AP) - Bo Derek says she'll 
appear on a new British talk show with 0.J. 
Simpson -just as long as she doesn't have 
to be in the same room with him. 
The star of 
"10"  and Simpson are to 
appear on the Monday night
 debut of 
"Tonight with Richard Madeley and Judy 
Finnegan."  
Derek said Wednesday 
she was bat king out 
of
 the show 
because  of 
Simpson.  But she 
later issued a 
statement  saying she 
would  
appear
 on the show on 
the condition 
that
 
she get a 
separate  dressing 
room
 and not 
appear
 on screen 
with
 Simpson or 
come
 
face-to-face
 with him. 
Derek, who
 was in Monte 
Carlo for the 
World  Music 
Awards,
 called 
Simpson
 "the 
outcast of 
his (acting) 
profession  back home
 
in the United States.
 
Simpson
 was acquitted
 last year of 
murder-
ing his ex-wife
 and her friend.
 He is now 
being 
sued by the victims' 
families. 
Eight -year -old 
upset by lmus 
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
 - Don Imus is call-
ing a bus driver a 
"jerk'  for forcing an 
8-year -
old boy to 
listen to the shock 
jock s morning 
show. 
Kellie Jacobs says a bus 
driver  refused to 
turn off 
Imus  in the Morning" while driving 
her son, Zachary. 
The third -grader, who has kidney prob-
lems 
and other physical disabilities that 
require unpleasant medical procedures, was 
disturbed by Imus' talks of sex and body 
parts,
 she said. 
"You can talk about penises, but not 
iii 
ting them
 off and putting them in jars," she 
said.  "He's had a lot of medical
 problems... 
That's not a fun thing." 
Saying school 
district  officials would not 
intercede, Jacobs filed a complaint
 Ttiesd.o 
with the state Department of Human Rights 
On 
Wednesday,
 the I -Man put in his own 
two cents. 
"The bus driver's a jerk and once the kid 
complained he should have chanffed the sta-
tion - played rap music for him, Imus said 
School officials said they were not aware of 
the problem and added that drivers are 
instructed only to play 
"age -appropriate" 
shows
 on bus
 radios. 
Comedian's confusion
 drug -free 
LOS AN( - Martin I rein 
e 
was not on drugs
 when he ran into a 
busy 
intersection armed, disoriented
 and scream-
ing, hospital 
officials
 say.  
The comedian was being treated 
for  
"extreme exhaustion
 and dehydration," 
Cedars
-Sinai Medical Center spokesman Ron
 
Wise said 
Wednesday.  He said a drug screen-
ing determined "there was absolutely
 no 
medication of any 
type
 involved." 
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Whitewater
 on 
tap  
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) - 
James and Susan McDougal's 
business accounts were depleted 
- 
one was down to $9.95 - 
when Susan 
McDougal  obtained 
a 
$300,000  loan placed in the
 
couple's personal checking 
account, a prosecutor said 
Thursday.
 
As he tried to show a motive 
for the McDougals 
to defraud 
the 
government, Assistant 
Independent Counsel W. Ray 
Jahn used bank statements from 
various businesses owned or con-
trolled by President Clinton's 
former Whitewater business part-
ner, mostly land development
 
companies
 that were cash-poor. 
The 
government
 contends 
that none of the $300,000 loan. 
went toward. Mrs. McDougal's 
MIstaiir 
Aftasiklti ng 
company, 
which was listA 
on her loan 
papers. McDougal,
 on the wit-
ness stand for a third day, 
acknowledged  there never was a 
Master Marketing bank account. 
The loan proceeds were  used 
to pay business and personal 
debts the couple had, Jahn said 
while showing McDougal docu-
mem 
after  document.
 About 
$50,000 of 
the  money was
 used 
to pay for land owned by the
 
Whitewater Development Corp., 
in which the 
McDougals  and 
President
 and Hillary Rodham 
Clinton 
were partners between 
1978 and 1992.
 
McDougal and Gov. Jim Guy
 
Tucker are 
accused  of fraud and 
conspiracy involving nearly 
$3
 
million in illegal 
loans obtained 
from a pair of federally backed 
banks. Mrs. McDougal faces four 
fraud counts 
involving  the 
$300,000 loan. 
Clinton 
testified  by videotape 
April 28 and his testimony was 
expected to be played in court 
when 
McDougal
 s is completed. 
That  is expected to happen this 
afternoon, after one 
more  brief 
round of questioning for. 
McDougal, defense lawyer Sam 
Heuer said. In Washington, 
Clinton said Thursday
 that his 
testimony will speak for itself. "It 
shouldn t 
be
 subject to abuse or 
misconstruction.
 It is a very 
straightforward set of questions, 
and I gave
 the most direct 
straight answers I could," he said. 
APAQ TECHNOLOGY, a dynamic 
manufacturer 
of
 high quality personal
 computer 
systems,  is looking for 
goal
 oriented people!  
ACCOUNT MANAGER 
*Responsible for strategic partner development. 2-year 
college 
degree 
preferred
 and minimum 2 years experience in PC safes 
with distributor
 or mass merchant thannel.Basic + 
commission.  
INSIDE
 
SA1 
FS REPRESENTATIVE
  
*Develop sales for assigned 
territory.  Minimum 1 year PC sales 
experience  and some college. 
Bin DESK 
CLERK  (171. Hourly) 
*Will identify
 government bid 
opportunities
 and assist sales in 
bid completion. 
Minimum
 of high school 
diploma and ability 
to
 
operate 
a PC required. 
Excellent
 communication 
skills  and attention to 
detail 
is a must. Multiple 
languages a plus! 
Equal  
Opportunity 
Employer.
 Competitive 
salary. Fax resume
 
to (408) 487-0200 
or
 e-mail to rperezCIDapaq.corn
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Advance
 Vision Care 
a professional optometric group 
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At A.V.C. we stress Tudity preventive vision care. Research teaches us that 
prolonged exposure to ultraviolet sunlight causes damage to the lehs and I -ilium. 
For a stunincr full of fun and vision safety, now until May 24 receive: 
 
FREE pair of disposable contact
 lenses; clear or color. 
(for contact lens 
wearers
 with current prescription) 
Vi' 
 50% off high
 quality sunglasses (non-Rx)
 
$ 
.... 0 
,-  50% off 
single vision lenses (extras at 
reg.  price) 
 Golden West 
Vision  Plan accepted for vision 
analysis
 
_. 
Re/id  11. 
Afulli-ru
 
Solution
 
For a professional 
selection appointment call 
rrtme
 
 
from 
Bausch
 & 
Lomb
-The  
single  
Advance Vision 
Care  at 
408-267-2020.
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Top
 10 reasons 
reasons  dy y( 
xi
 shouldn't 
drink  and drive: 
Iii lbe
 government  IS 
sillIlIllig011
 1l I 
p.o 
aXes 
9. 
You need in 
he in good shape
 for your joh 
interviev.
 
S. It's the smart
 thing 
to 
do
 
7. You want
 to keep your tInver's 
license 
6. You 
should  he a role model
 for other students
 
5. You 
have family and
 friends 
that 
love 
you  
4. You want 
to stay out of pul
 
3 
You  want 
to keep your
 cash
 (DUI 
cost approximately
 
$2,0001
 
2 You want
 to stay alive (One 
person dies every 
23
 minutes 
in an 
alchohol
 -related crash).
 
I 
You
 want to make 
sure  not to hurt 
yourself  or somebody else 
( I 
million
 
people
 
suffer
 crippling 
and  other 
serious 
injuries  
due 
to drunk
 
drivers)
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Briefs
 
Unsung 
Heroes 
Series  
 
Karl
 Nove. a 
member 
of the 
Spartan  
Gymnastics team is 
features
 in 
today's 
installment  of 
the 
Unsung
 Heroes
 Series 
See eiy.or
 pogo 4 
 This is the last story of 
this 
series.  
Soccer 
 The Clash won their 
second game
 in a 
row
 
Wednesday,  
beating
 the Colorado 
Rapids,
 3-1 
...once
 Mood.° 
currentry 
,cmiceo
 *I r, 
Thenafron.
 
wS 
lead The 
SOortOnS di Me 
VVestern
 
R0900015 
Tennis 
 Former Spartan Head 
Coach, Butch
 
Krikorian, 
will
 be 
inducted into the ITA 
Collegiate Tennis 
Hall  
of
 Fame on May
 20. 
Schedule 
Soccer 
 The Clash 
play Sunday 
against the undefeat 
ed 
Los Angeles Galaxy 
at 4 p.m.
 in Spartan 
Stadium. 
Woman's
 Golf 
 The NCAA West 
Regional 
Woman's  
Golf Championships 
began yesterday
 in 
Lincoln, Neb. 
Men's 
Golf  
 SJSU's next meet
 is the 
NCAA West Regionals, 
May 16 
& 17, at 
Stanford,
 TBA. 
Football
 
 SJSU 
will  start 
its 
sea-
son in 
August  as it 
takes on Air Force
 in 
their first game in the
 
WAC. 
Unsun
 
ta, 
Hero
 
#5:
 
Gymnast
 
Graduating
 senior gymnast Karl 
Nova  
Spartan  Complex against Stanford arta 
P11010 BY CURD, SIMF.m l   SPARIAN DAII Y 
one of the SJSU's unsung heroes, performs on rings at the 
Brigham Young 
University in 
February.  
SJSU gymnast 
flips out 
about 
accomplishments  
By Paul Eiser 
Spartan Daily Sufi Writer 
Karl Nove,
 business manage-
ment senior, knows 
what  it is 
like to flip head
-over -heels and 
heels -over -head, 
as
 well as lots 
of 
other directions. He is the 
co-captain of the men's 
gym-
nastics team 
and is spending 
his last season flipping over his 
achievements. 
In addition to being part of 
an eight -man team, Nove 
is 
part of an elite 
group of three 
all-arounders on the 
team
  
gymnasts who can compete in 
all the events for a combined 
score. 
"I'm the only one on the 
team who does an 
Arabian  
double 
front on the floor," 
Nove said. "They are rare." 
An 
Arabian 
double 
front is 
attempted 
after a tum-
bling
 run 
when 
the 
gymnast 
is 
going
 back-
ward. He 
then vaults, 
does  a half -
turn 
and 
then com-
pletes a 
double
 
front
 flip.
 
He 
was 
inspired 
to 
start 
gym-
nastics
 
while 
at a 
day 
camp. 
He soon started taking
 lessons 
and quickly picked up the 
sport. 
"I was 
put son a team
 
right. 
away," Nove said. 
Nove started his  college 
career at California State 
University, Fullerton where, ini-
tially, he was not sure of his 
future 
in gymnastics. 
"I was not sure I wanted to 
do 
gymnastics in college. My 
friend talked me into going to 
Fullerton," Nove said. 
His 
first year on the team, 
Nove qualified for the regional 
championships. Nove's imme-
diate success encouraged him 
to continue. 
"It was a fluke," he said. 
"That (victory) got
 me more 
excited. I decided I wanted to 
transfer 
somewhere
 with a 
team." 
Fortunately for SJSU, the 
gymnastics 
program at 
Fullerton was dropped after 
the year ended. 
Nove  applied 
to 
University
 of California, 
Santa Barbara, but he was not 
accepted. He then tried 
con-
tacting the coach
 of the SJSU 
gymnastics team.
 
"I called Ted
 (Edwards) 
up
 
here and asked 
if I could come 
64 
I'm 
there to 
help 
everyone
 
else reach 
their 
goals." 
Karl Nove 
SJSU gymnast 
99
 
up," Nove said. 
Upon becoming a Spartan, 
Nove did not see the immedi-
ate success he did his first year 
at Fullerton.
 
"The first year was pretty 
hard," Nove said. "I did not 
make regionals which was hard 
to 
handle."  
So Nove went to work to 
improve  his performance. His 
dedication paid off. He  
quali-
fied for the 
regionals  the next 
year. This year, in the last meet 
of his career, he placed second
 
all-around in the collegiate 
national tournament. 
"I couldn't be any happier," 
Nove said. 
At the meet, he won the 
Outstanding Senior Award and 
was named an All-American, 
two of the highest honors a col-
legiate gymnast can receive. 
Nove s contribution 
to the 
team as co-captain often allows 
him to perform the duties of a 
coach.
 
"I try to take on that role 
because we don't have an assis-
tant coach," Nove said. 
Nove said he tries to keep his 
teammates focused and 
encourages them to try their 
best. 
"I like to think
 I brought 
leadership to the team and 
maybe a 
sense of responsibili-
ty," he said. "I hope
 (the team) 
looks up to me as a role model. 
I'm there to help everyone 
else
 
reach their goals." 
Nove also thinks he inspires 
others by attempting more dif-
ficult moves in competition. 
But even 
though  Nove is will-
ing to try more 
difficult  moves, 
like the Arabian double
 front, 
he has one problem. 
"I get scared of things," 
he
 
said;
 I 
could  get 
killed  
doll* 
that. That  is one of my biggest' 
setbacks." 
Although he 
has had an illus-
trious career, Nove 
will  not be 
competing after he graduates. 
ve gone
 as far as I could in 
gymnastics," he said. "My body 
is getting beat up. I'm sup-
posed to have surgery on my 
shoulder."  
Despite breaking 
both ankles 
in his career and developing 
arthritis, Nove said he will miss 
competing
 and practicing. He 
realized his gymnastics career 
was over at the
 national tourna-
ment. 
"That's when I really knew 
when my gymnastics was 
over, 
when my mom came up to me 
and hugged me. It was, 'Wow, 
I'm
 done,'" he said. "That is 
definitely a 
memory I'll keep 
with me forever." 
Nove has 
hopes  of marriage. 
He is currently
 dating Hawley 
Almstedt, women's 
gymnastic 
team captain. 
"I would like to marry her 
one 
of these days, but who 
knows," Nove said. 
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EMPLOYMENT
 
DELIVERY
 
PERSON
 
NEEDED.
 
THE 
IIPARTAPI
 
DALY
 
is 
exec!**  
applications  
for Fall '96
 semester.
 
 
HOURS:  
7am   
9am.  
 
DAYS:
 Monday.
 
Friday.
 
 PAY:
 
$10.00/day
 
paid  
monthly  
 
DUTIES:  
Deliver
 
the  Spartan 
Daily to 
distribution
 
locations  on 
campus
 8. 
recycle
 
old 
newspapers
 
into 
the 
campus 
recycling
 
bins.  
CA License
 & DMV
 
printout
 is 
required,  if hired.
 
Apply  
at 
the  
Spartan
 
Daily.  
Dwight  
Bente!  
Hall,  
Room.
 203, 
now  
through  
May 12. 
BOX
 
OFFICE
 
eaohlore/tleket
 
sellers: 
flexible
 
hours,  $5.50/hr. 
for
 more
 Info,
 call 
408-924-6360
 
or pick up 
application
 
at 
Event  
Center
 
Administration
 
Office.  
   
TEACHERS
 
 
Kidollerk  
   
Teachers 
for 
2-10
 yr olds 
at lic. 
play 
centers. 
Min.
 
6 
ECE 
Flex 
hours, 
Day -Eve
-Weekend.
 
KItlePark:  
 Valley Fair-
 
985-2599
 
 Oakridge
 
Mall.
 
281-8880
 
 
Fremont
  
510.7924997.  
PIZZA A 
GO 00 luring
 now 
for 
summer. 
Drivers/Counter/Cook.
 
Totally
 flexible 
hours.
 Really
 good 
pay. Fun 
place tool 
See  Tim 
at 
117  E. San 
Carlos,  
WAREHOUSE
 
POSITION  
Golden State
 T's, a leading 
sportswear
 
distributor,
 seeks
 a 
Warehouse 
Team  Payer. 
Position  
available
 immediately.
 
 Pull
 orders
 
 
Stock 
inventory  
 
Unload
 
trucks
 
 Assist will -call
 
customers  
 
MondayRiday
 
 $7.00 
per hour 
Work for 
a company 
that
 truly 
appreciates its 
staff. Apply in 
person  between 
8am & 5:30pm.
 
Golden State Ts 
7110 
Zenker  Road 
San Jose,
 CA 95131 
At the corner 
of
 
Cheroot
 and 
Zenker tithe 
back
 row of buidngs 
PAID 
ROOMMATE:
 Live with 
developmentally disabled
 adult. 
Free rent In 
exchange for evening 
assistance.  Call Greater Opportu-
nities at 249-4464. 
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY 
Looking for young energetic people. 
Servers (21 or older). bussers, 
host.  Flexible hours. Fun people.
 
Apply ri person,
 51 N. San Riche Si, 
MAINTENANCE 
Health 
Club  in Los Gatos has 
openings on Tues. 
and Wed. 
mornings.  Shifts are eight hours 
and 
begin at 
Sam.
 Send 
resume
 
or call 356-2136. 
FAMILY HEALTH 
CLUB  in Los 
Gatos has 
openings
 for  Fitness
 
Center,  Front Desk & 
Childcare.  
Wages
 & 
shifts  vary 
depending 
on 
department.
 Apply in 
person  
356-2136. 
SECRETARY,
 PIT, hog*
 hours 
Responsible, 
organized  person 
for 
small  engineering
 office. Typing,
 
filing, light 
accounting,
 phones, 
bookkeeping.  
Computer  
skills  
helpful.  Good 
grammar
 essential. 
$8/hour.
 Call Debbie 
at 
408/257-9252,  or 
FAX  resume 
asap to 
406/257-9102.  
PROGRAM 
COORDINATOR  
wanted
 City of
 
S.J.- 
$9.52/hr,
 
30+hrs/wk.  Anti
-Graffiti  Program.
 
Fax
 resume to 
298-7020,
 or call 
fix 
more info. 
277-3208.  
FRESHERS  
LEMONADE
 
Flexible
 hours 
available 
408134-5204
 
Local Arnusement
 
Parks/Stadiums
 
SWIM 
INSTRUCTORS
 - 
Family 
health 
club  in Los 
Gatos is 
seeking  
experienced  
swim 
Instructors
 for 
Immediate  
openings.
 WSI
 or YMCA 
inst. 
certification,
 CPR, 
First  Aid, & 
Lifeguard 
Training 
certifications
 
are 
required.
 
Apply  in 
person.
 
Call 
356-2136  for 
info. 
SUMMER  
CAMP  
JOBSI
 Staff 
needed 
fa GO 
Scout 
resident
 wimps 
in Santa
 Cruz Mtns.
 and day 
camp  
h 
San Jose: 
Counselors,  
Horseback 
Riding 
instructors,  
Maintenance,
 
Cooks,  
and
 Lifeguards.
 Call
 408-
2517-4170  
for
 mire do. 
TUTORS 
NEEDED 
Paid
 kiternehips
 
Part-time
 spring with 
possible
 
full
 
time 
summer.
 Cal 
4159463223E,  
Associated  
Students 
Campus 
Recreation  
LIFEGUARD
 
WANTED  
$10  per 
hour. 3 
hours 
per week.
 
Call
 924-6217.
 
SUMMER 
NANNY 
Need 
responsible  
person  to 
care
 
for  2 
children,
 ages 2 
1/2 & 4 
1/2, 
In our
 home for
 the 
summer.
 6-8 
hours  a 
day.
 Must 
speak  
fluent
 
English.  have 
car and 
references
 
& 
experience.
 Call 
408-298.7531.
 
Mrs. 
Wannamaker,
 
FUU/PART-71ME
 
JOB.  
Customer  
service
 
representative  
needed 
for a 
oornm. on. In 
rbith San Jose.
 Good 
)',one
 
skills.
 Flex 
hrs. 
$6+/hr.
 neg. 
Call 
800946-8899
 Oar 
menthe). 
$315,000/YR.
 INCOME
 
potential.  
Reeding
 
books.  
Toll 
Free 
1-800-898-9778
 
Ext.
 R-
2236 
for 
details.
 
MAD 
UPEOUARD/
 
liSIMITNff
 
Pool.  
MoAATAll:
 
June 
24 -Aug. 16.
 
Salary  $9.00
 
per 
hr.  Call 
Los 
Gatos -Saratoga
 
Recreation  
Dept.,
 
354-8700
 x 
26. 
$ 
EARN
 
EXTRA  CASH $ 
up
 to 
$120/weekl
 
Become
 a 
Sperm
 
Donor.  
Alealthy  
males,  
19.34 
years 
dd. 
'Univ.
 
Students/Grads/Faculty
 
;Contact 
California
 Cryobank
 
.415-3244900,
 M -F,
 8-5Prh 
ed 
SKILLS  
INSTRUCTOR  
Teach 
Independent
 Living Skills 
to 
Developmentally
 
Disabled  Adults 
in 
the  
community. 
Must
 have 
the 
desire
 to impart
 knowledge
 and 
develop
 working 
relationships.  
Spanish
 
speaking 
preferred.  
Car 
with
 
insurance
 helpful. S7.21/hr 
to 
start,  with 
benefits
 at full time.
 
20-30/trs  
per  wk. Cal 
2464414.
 
CASHIERS  NEEDED
 to work at 
remodeled
 
Chevron stations.
 Two 
locations.
 Several shifts open. 
Reese 
call
 295-3964 or 
269-0337. 
VALET 
PARKERS P/T,
 nights & 
weekends
 for 
private 
parties
 in 
Los Gatos
 area. Must have min. 1 
year
 customer service
 experience, 
& desire to 
serve people. Polite, 
well groomed,
 and professional 
attitude 
only. 20 
yrs+. 
$5.50/hr
 
+ tips. 
Call
 Mike, 415/546-1747.
 
CUSTOMER
 SERVICE
 REP 
Santa 
Clara  
based
 printing 
and 
packaging
 
on. seeks bright energetic 
CSR to join cm 
evairg learn. Clients 
indute  
Saga, LucasArts,
 etc.  aft/IIS 
in field
 
related
 to printing industry, 
related exp, highly 
proficient on PC 
(Word, Excel)
 req. Salary commen-
surate with
 
related
 
course  work & 
experience,  plus 
xInt
 benefits.Fax 
o'er letterftisume
 406727-1345.
 
FUNLOVING, 
OUTGOING  
dependable  person
 needed 
for 
photographing  evening 
social 
events.
 No exp. nec. 
$7.00+/hr. 
1-800-872-7892.  
POOL 
MANAGElt  
June
 24-Aug. 16. Salary $10.60 
- 
$13.00. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga 
Recreation 
Dept, 354-8700 x26. 
SHERATON SAN JOSE 
is now seeking candidates
 
for the 
following
 positions: 
FRONT DEW 
Guest Service Agent 
PBX  Operator 
Bell 
Person  
HOUSEKEEPING: 
Guest Room Atterxlant 
House  Person 
FAX Resume to 
943-1707  or 
*Apply in 
Person:
 
1801 Barber In, Milpitas. 
Job Hotline 
943-0600,  ext. 151. 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 
WANTED  BAND IS 
ORCHESTRA 
instrunent
 Salesperson. Looking 
for 
someone with retail experience, 
knowledge 
of band & orchestra 
instruments. Bilingual
 a plus. Call 
The 
Star -erg
 Musician
 554-9041. 
TEACHERS/AIDES- Full time and 
part time positions avail. 
immed.  
for 
two  pre-schools in South 
San  
Jose area. Teachers: Child Center 
permit  preferred & 
12 units ECE 
required. Aides: units not req. Call 
Growth & Opportunity 779-1943. 
DAY CAMP STAFF NEEDED 
- Girl 
Scout 
summer
 day camp 
in
 San 
Jose. 
Program
 focuses on cultural 
sharing and the 
environment.
 Low 
ratios, 
supportive atmosphere
 
and a variety 
of camp activities. 
Competitive
 Salary. For 
more  info
 
call 408.2874170. 
THE INFORMATION
 CENTER- in 
the Student
 Union 5 now 
accepting  
applications
 for 
employment.  
Positions will begin 
kg. 12, 1996. 
Pease 
contact
 the Student Union 
Drector's 
Office  9am to 5pm 
M.F. 
or call 924-6310. 
TEACHERS   AIDS 
WANTED  for 
Fantastic
 Fun in the Sun. 
FT & PT 
positions 
for summer camp 
and school 
year. Flexible hours. 
1 
block from SJSU. 
Call  nowt 
279-0858. 
Horace Man 
School  
Age Child 
Development  Center. 
SECURITY  - 
FT/PT   WILL 
TRAIN. 
Swing, Grave. 
Call Walker 
Security
 
Services  
247-4827.
 
DANCE/DRAMA/ART
 spedollate 
needed for 
fine
 
art  day camp. 
Call
 
370.1877 
for info or apply
 in per-
son 
at Southwest 
YMCA,  13500 
Quito  Rd. 
Saratoga.  
TEACHER:
 Before Ai 
After Sohod 
Program,
 F/T. Paid 
medical, 
dental
 & vacation.
 ECE or 
Rec.  
units 
required.  
Resume  to: 
Frederick  
Ferrer,
 0 
Gardner
 
Children's  
Center,  611 
Willis Ave. 
San Jose, 
CA. 95125. E0E.
 
RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS
 
Must
 be dependable & have 
own 
transportation. Enjoy
 flexible hours 
by working around your schedule. 
Learn new 
skills. 
Benefits and 
advancement
 opportunities.
 
Please call Washington Inventory 
Service at 408/2948196.  
WATER SAFETY
 INSTRUCTOR: 
June 
24
-Aug. 16. Salary 
$7.44  
$9.04  /hr. Call Los Gatos
-Saratoga  
Recreation
 Dept., 
354-8700x26. 
B ICYCLE
 MESSENGER
 SERVICE 
Parttime,  
am/pm
 shrfts. flex 
hours. 
Monfri,  
Serving  
Downtown  
San  
Jose. Inner 
City  Express. 
22
 West 
Saint 
John, San 
Jose. Apply 
in 
person- 
7:30am.6pm.
 
IRMA 
INSTRUCTOIMAIPEOUARDS
 
wanted. 
A private club is looking 
for responsible,
 qualified swim 
instructors  and 
lifeguards.
 
The 
primary 
responsibility  of the
 
instructor is io teach 
group swim 
lesson for
 ages 6 mend*
 & up. The 
primary 
responsibilities  of the 
life-
guard
 is the safety of 
all  patrons 
in 
the  pool area 
aril to 
uphold
 the 
club rules. Previous experience is 
preferred, however
 not 
required.  
All 
employees  must 
be
 certified
 
in First Aid,
 CPR, and 
Ufeguardirg.  
 Instructors must
 be WSI certified. 
Salary 
is based upon 
experience,  
starting at 
$6.00  an hour. Hours
 
range from 
8:30am  to 9:00pm
 
daily. Call 
249-5699.  
DRIVING 
INSTRUCTORS  
Full
 time summer job, 
must like 
working
 with people.
 be 
over
 18 
with
 good health
 and clean DMV. 
406971-7177. 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITIES
 in 
telecommunications marketing.
 
Highly 
motivated  people 
move 
ahead quickly in this exciting 
network  
marketing  
approach.
 Join 
the fastest growing industry.  it
 you 
are senous 
about your future you 
need to check this outl Call John 
at 8002666245 ext. 33422. 
TRAVEL THE 
EXOTIC ORIENT 
for 
FREEI Teach English in Japan. 
For interview
 FAX resume 
to
 
510-727-1139. Salary
 $301). 
htt p: //vninv.trendj 
span.  com 
ARTS Si  CRAFTS FIRM needs 
people. Varied duties, semi -fun 
job. FT/PT. Also: 
could  use a Mac 
Tutor & someone familiar with silk 
screening. Bob, 
984-4020. 
SMALL THRIFT
 STORE close to 
SJSU needs general help. FT/PT
 
flextime. 
Good
 job. Ed, 293-3763. 
MARKETING 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
We need 3 individuals willing to 
work hard for 
above  average 
income.
 Part-time, Full-time. 
408-9884760.
 
JOBS JOBS JOBS 
Borg-Warner
 Protective
 Service 
FUMBLE HOURS 
FT/PT/WeArinds only 
$749 
Unarmed security officers 
Prestigious  client sites 
Medical  Benefits 
Training/Unffomis  provided 
Military experience a plus 
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTIJNE 
1-800-385-9419 
or apply in person 
591 W.Hamilton@ Sal Tomas Up. 
Campbell, CA (408)378-9760 
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace. 
COLLEGE STUDENT '10 DO" UST 
Register
 for class _Roommate 
Place  to love Student ban _Buy _Place
_FINI A 
JOBIl
 _Strike 
up a 
conversation  with that 
nice 
looking person
 I 
met at registration.
 
We can't 
help  you with 
every-
thing
 
but  we may be able to 
help
 
you with a job. 
Would 
you like a position 
that  
vall crompirnent your class
 soteckile? 
Positions available throughout San 
Jose, Seat Das. 
Remont  &Milpitas. 
VANGUARD 
SECURITY 
SERVICES 
Apply M-F 
8arn-5pm.  
3212 Scott
 Blvd. Santa 
Clara  
ccrner 
Scott/San  Tomas.
 
SUMMER 
JOBSI  HIRING NOW! 
6-8 P/T jobs earning 
$150  up to 
$450/week.
 Jobs filled  
on first 
come, first
 serve basis, 
Call  
408.249-8446.
 
TEACHER/AIDES/REC.
 
LEADERS
 
Elem.
 school-age recreation
 prog.. 
P/T from 
2-6pm.  M-F during the 
school 
year.  turns into 
F/T (or P/T) 
during 
sum, camp prog. 
Xlnt.  sal. 
Los 
Gatos/Srtga. 
Rec.  Dept. call 
Janet at 
354-870023.  
(Not
 mil. 
school 
year?  Call for 
summer
 em-
ployment
-lifeguards, camp leaders). 
IMMEDIATE 
OPENINGS: 
Youth  
Sports  Instructor,
 Lifeguards. 
SUMMER 
OPENINGS:
 Lifeguards, 
Swim
 instructors. Camp 
Cotreelors, 
and Sports 
Camp Instructors. 
Accepting  
applications
 at the 
South Valley 
Family YMCA, 5632 
Santa 
Teresa Blvd. San 
Jose, CA. 
LOOKING FOR A JOB 
Temporary  Permanent 
Part -Time 
We are a small 
agency with big 
contacts!
 Come in today,
 bring 
your resume & tell us about your-
self.
 We want to get to know you! 
AVAILABLE POSITIONS: 
Administrative  Assistant 
Clerical
 
*Customer 
Service 
Receptionist 
*Accounting
 
*Tech Support 
Sales/Marketing
 
We're  here to help 
youl
 
Call 
Today 
CAREER RESOURCES 
Personnel
 Service 
869 
El 
Camino
 
Real  
Menlo  Park 
(415)328-6687
 (415) 328-4526 
TELEMARKETING
 
Sell 
Calif's
 best 
newspapers
 
Flexible  hours.
 open 
9am to 9pm 
7cleys a week. 
Hourly. plus bonus
 
Near
 Light Rail, 
Transt  
Cali
 
Today,  
Work  Tomorrow. 
MEDIA 
PROMOTIONS,  WC. 
Downtown
 
408-494-0200
 
Campbell
 
408.3642700
 
Office 
positions  also 
available.
 
SUPAMER DAY CAMP JOSS 
Day Camp, Spats Camp & 
Specialty 
Cane Director  & Leader applications 
being accepted at the Central 
YMCA. Applicants 
must
 be ener-
getic, enjoy 
working 
outdoors,
 
have previous experience
 working 
with youth & have 
the  ability to 
lead
 
a variety of camp 
activities. 
For  an application or more 
info, 
contact the YMCA at 298.1717
 or 
stop by 1717 The 
Alameda.  San Jose. 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Posi-
tions
 are now available at National 
Parks, 
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. 
Excellent benefits 
+ bonuses! Call: 
1-206.971-3620 
at 1460413  
ARE YOU 
LOOKING FOR A FUN 
and rewarding 
job?
 Become a 
teacher
 or a subsitute for our 
school -age day care program.
 
These
 are great positions  for 
students. Most 
teacher  positions 
are afternoons, M -F.
 Substitute 
positions 
are  perfect for those 
who have 
only  one or two after-
noons
 available. Units in 
ECE, 
Rec,
 
Pay, 
Soc.
 or 
Ed are required. 
Please call Small 
World Schools 
at 
408-379-3200  ext. 21. 
112117,000.
 My 2nd year income 
2 years out of 
college.  Not 
multi
-level, 
just an honest 
way to make good
 money. 
Call
 800.9461690. Free info. 
BARTENDER
 TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn 
to $25.00/hr salary + tips. 
Students needed in the  immediate
 
wee. Full-time/part-time openings. 
Call today 
1-415-968-9933.  
International
 Bartenders School. 
$40,000/YR INCOME 
potential. Home
 Typists/PC 
users. Toll Free
 1-800-898-
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings. 
TEACHERS/TEACHER
 AIDES 
FT/PT positions
 with Infants, 
toddlers, 
preschool  & school age. 
Great advancement and 
growth 
opportunity. Good benefits. Imrned.
 
openings. ECE + caper. preferred. 
Call Action Day 
Nurseries.  
408.996-1437. 
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS. 
FT/PT School-age childcare (6+ ECE) 
preferred. M -F,
 2-6 flex. Looking 
for 
fun  creative people who are 
willing to make a difference.
 
Summer 
opportunity  also avail-
able (childcare,
 camp, aquatics). 
For more information. 
call Marie 
at 
408-370.1877.  
SECURITY  ACUFACTS, INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Corporate 
Sites,
 Top Pay! 
Too many benefits to list! 
Day. Swing, Grave Shifts,
 F/T&P/T. 
Cal or 
appy  in person Mon-Sun 
7-7. 
408-286-5880.5550
 
Medan  Pe. 
awn. San CErlos End Parienow. 
behnd tre Cad aid Pwry Store 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MKTG.
 
5 
FT/PT  positions 
available
 nowl 
Rapid 
advancement!  
Training  
provided.
 People 
personality 
preferred.  Call for 
interview.  
408-2444097.
 
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
 
for egg donation. Desperate
 
Asian couples 
need
 your help 
to 
conceive.  Can you 
help? 
Ages 
21-30,
 healthy and 
responsible.
 Generous stipend 
and expenses
 paid. Pease call 
WWFC 1-510-820-9495. 
DOES YOUR SUPAPAISi JOB SUCK? 
Our 129 year -old 
publishing  com-
pany. 
Southwestern,  is 
looking
 to 
select 8-10 students 
from
 SJSU 
to 
work  in our summer 
program.  
Average porn from
 summer work: 
$5.766.
 For Interview 
Information
 
call (408)241-9903. 
1$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE 
mailing our circulars.
 For info call 
1-301-306-1207.
 
OPPORTUNITIES  
EXCITING Business Opportunity 
in telecommunications industry. 
Call (510) 792-5459 
$100,000i -POTENTIAL  How to 
make 
money.  150+ honest 
ways. $14.95 for book. Send 
check today: Robert Hyatt, 
Box 2428, 
PercelMlle,  VA 
22132-2428
 Shipinc. 
REAL
 
ESTATE
 
GOV'T 
FORECLOSED
 homes for 
pennies
 
on
 $1. 
Delinquent  Tax, 
Repo's, REO's. 
Your Area. Toll 
Free 
1-8008989778  
Ext.
 14-2236 
for
 current listings. 
LOST
 
& FOUND 
LOST 
SEEING  GLASSES in black 
leather
 case. If 
found. please
 call 
pgr, 
408-7884046,
 
Reward.  
EDMR 
TUTOR 
AVAILABLE
 tor help 
valth 
physics,
 
chemistry,  
math  and 
computer 
science. 
Call  Steve 
406.985-9192. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
MST 
MIDRMIER   Rase  $500
 ,5 
clacs0reelis, Grcuos, Othe 
mobated 
individuals. Fast, easy- No 
financial
 
obligation.
 1-800862-198284.33. 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I 
Only $57.00 
per year. 
Save 30%-60%
 
on your dental needs. 
For info call 1-800-6553225. 
VOLUNTEERS  
RESEARCH 
STUDY WANTED:
 
Volunteers
 to test a new 
product. 
Vokinteers paid 
$20.
 ChernTrak is a 
medcal
 
on. located
 In Sunnyvale,
 CA, 
which develops home
-use medical 
propixts. We'll be 
performig
 a study 
to eaaluate 
a pods/ Pooped to help 
peope  with ulcers. We ward lie 
you to 
come to a 
realty
 testing 
location
 
5
 
help us test the 
usabiliy of the new 
proolot. You
 YON be at the testing site 
for about 45 minutes total, inclucfing 
answering questions. This study will 
be on one day during 
the week of 
5/20/96. 
You  must
 
be able to read & 
speek Engin vol. You muat not
 have
 
yvaked a laboratory 
professionally. 
For information or 
to
 volunteer, 
please  call the study coordinator 
at 408.773.8156. 
CAMPUS CLUBS 
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CUR. 
Enjoy  learning about Irish.  Scottish, 
and Welsh culture. Explore the 
beautiful
 Celtic heritage. Open 
to all
 Students interested 
in 
Irish/Scottish/Welsh
 music 
and  
culture. For more 
information, 
call 
Kelly at 
(408)927-7925.  
SHARED 
HOUSING  
ROOM FOR RENT IN VICTORIAN 
3 bon apt., w/male. 1 block from 
SJSU. $325/mo.+ utff. 
947-7779.  
FOR RENT 
CHARMING  CLASSIC 1 BR for 
clew. wet, at
 & 
franc*
 rework
 
stile WAAL SE00/mo4clep.  Aral 6/1 
Sngle occupancy. 551.553 So. 6th 
St 492-8828 
Cr
 292-3239, Uoyd. 
SJSU  INTERNATIONAL CENTER 
 Fun & friendly 
environment 
5 
Minute  walk to campus 
Newly furnished rooms 
*Well-equipped
 
student
 kitchen 
*Computer & study rooms 
'Laundry
 room 

Parking
 
'For American 8, International
 
Students. 
Call 924-6570 
or stop by for a 
tour. 360 S. 11th St. (Between 
San Carlos & San Salvador). 
STUDIOS FOR RENT 11295/M0. 
Shared Rooms for $175/mo. 
Rent 
Includes  Utilities. 
Across fron 
SJSU, Parking 
Pool/Fuzzball 
Tables,  Arcade 
Big Screen.
 Meal Plan Avail. 
Call Alaric 2868058 
or 
Powell
 297-4823.
 
2 
BORK  
APAR111134T-91100/110.
 
 
Security 
type 
building  
 
Secure 
Parking  
 Close
 
in
 
 Modem Building 
 Laundry 
Room
 
Village Apts. 576 S 5th St. 
(408) 295-6893. 
EMU
 
EUROPE $219.
 
Be a little
 flexible
 and save $$$. 
We'll help
 ycu beat the airline 
prices  
Destinations 
worldwide. 
AIRMCNO 
1003974091  
airhitchenetcom.com
 
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal 
State Hayward's
 Bangkok Sum-
mer 
Quarter / 
Discover  Thailand
 
Tour. 
Under  $3,500. Academic 
credit. June 17 to August 6. 
Info: Julie Clark, 510-885-3538. 
SPORTS/THRILLS
 
100% PURE ADRENALINE! 
There 
is nothing compared to 
the exhilaration
 
experienced  by 
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated 
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft. 
SJSU student
 owned & 
operated.  
BAY AREA 
SKYDIVING
 
1-510-634.7575.
 
Phone:  
924-3277  
IN FAX: 
924-3282
 
HEALTH  & 
BEAUTY
 WORD
 PROCESSING
 
MEN  
WOMEN 
PERMANENT
 HAIR 
REMOVAL.  
Stop shaving,
 waxing, tweezing 
or using chemicals.
 Let us perms 
way 
remove
 your unwanted 
hair. 
Back Chest Lip- Bikini - Chin 
Tummy
 etc. Students & 
faculty 
receive
 15% discount.
 First 
appt. 
1/2  price
 if
 
made  before 
6-31-96. 
Hair 
Today  Gone
 
Tomorrow,
 621 E. 
Campbell Ave.
 *17, 
Campbell.  
(4041) 
371-31100.  
TIRED OF 
UNWANTED  
HAIR? 
Electrolysis 
is the
 answer!! 
I 
remove  hair from 
any  
where  
on your  body, from facial
 hair 
to 
bikini
 area. Call
 for appointment.
 
Camelia's Electrolysis
 
Place.  
1190 Lirceir, 
San Jose, 
9939093.  
MonSat./ 
Free Cons. 
/Eve  appts. 
All
 Students 
Receive
 208  Dscount. 
ELECTROLYSIS  
CUNIC.
 
Unwanted hair 
removed  forever. 
Specialist. Confidential. 
Your
 own probe or 
disposable 
335S. Baywood
 Me. San Jose.
 
247.7486.
 
SERVICES 
COCHRELL'S  
PROFESSIONAL
 RESUMES.
 
Member of Professional
 
Association of Resume Wrrters.
 
Reasonable
 Rates. 
Call 356-6782. 
PROFESSIONAL 
GUITARIST  now 
accepting students who 
wish to 
excel
 in playing  guitar 
or bass.  
All 
levels
 welcome: Beginning,  
Intermediate or 
Advanced.  
Learn  
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock, 
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. 
Call 
Bill at 
408-298-6124.
 
GET 
MORE
 INTERVIEWS 
& Better Job Offers.
 Let us 
prepare your 
professional  resume.
 
ResumePro
 
408-882-5035.  
CRIME PREVEfiMON NFORMATON 
1400-622 -COPS 
Personal
 Safety 
Home
 security 
Vehicle
 security 
Child 
safety 
Consumer assist 
information
 
$1.70 - min.
 (9-min max) 
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone 
THE COP-UNE, Morgan Hill, CA. 
Bus.
 We 408-683-5723. 
WRITING 
ASSISTANCE any 
subject. Why suffer and get poor 
grades 
when  help is just a call 
away? Harvard 
Ph.D. (former 
college 
teacher)
 assists with 
research & writing. 
Tutorial  also 
avail. 
Friendly.
 caring, confidential. 
Convenient  Peninsula 
location.
 
Dissertation/thesis
 specialist. 
Samples
 & references available.
 
Chinese & 
other languages 
spoken. 
Foreigners
 welcome! 
For freer60s, tools 
and ideas on 
how to 
improve  your 
writing.  
visit
 our user-friendly
 Website 
at 
http://www.aelpluccom  
Regular 
e-mail:
 aciainetcom.com
 
Call
 for
 free phone  consultation: 
(415)
 521501505...aok for Dared. 
WRITING HB.P. 
Fast
 professional 
editing,
 rewriting, 
ghostwriting.  
Essays, letters,
 
application
 
statements,
 
proposals,
 reports.
 
etc. For 
more
 
info, 
please 
call
 
Dave 
Bolick at 
510-601-9554.
 
VISA/MasterCard,
 
FAX  E-Mail. 
INSURANCE  
AUTO 
INSURANCE 
Campus Insurance
 Service 
Special Student 
Programs 
Serving 
SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for
 Good Dnvers" 
"Good 
Rates  for Nonfood 
Dnvers" 
SPECIAL
 DISCOUNTS 
"Good Student" 
"Family Murtecar" 
CALL TODAY
 296.5270 
FREE
 QUOTE 
NO HASSLE 
NO 
OBUGATONA
 
so open Saturdays 9-2. 
WANTED 
DENTAL PATIENTS
 WANTED for 
CA Dental
 Board Exam. Free
 
cleaning,  
filling,
 and 
crown 
if 
qualified.
 Contact Lai
-Fong  Lee 
at 
415-929-6515
 for
 more info. 
Certain 
advertisements  in 
these column
 may refer 
the  
reader to specific
 telephone 
numbers
 or addr   
for 
additional 
InformtIon. 
Classified 
readers  should be 
reminded 
that
 
when 
making 
these further 
contacts,  they 
should
 require complete
 
Information before 
sending
 
money for goods
 or
 
services. 
In addition, readers 
should 
carefully 
investigate  all firms 
offering 
erroloyment  listings 
ocoupons for
 discount 
emotions or 
inerchend 
Is,.
 
DAILY
 
CLASSIFIED  - 
LOCAL  
RATES  
Ad 
Rados:
 3 -line 
minimum
 
Ono 
Dy 
Two 
DYe 
Thaw 
Days 
Four 
Days
 
Flee
 
Days 
31n.
 $5 
$7 $9 
$11 
$13 
4 Mao 
$6 
$S
 
$10 
$12 $14 
Ihwate $7 $9 
$11
 
$13 
$15 
Woo 
$S
 
$10 $12 $11 
$16 
$1
 
for each 
additional
 
line.  
Alta ths 
Mtn day, rats 
Inoriosess by 
$1 par day. 
First line (25 
spaces)  set in bold 
for  no extra charge 
Up to 5 
additional  words 
available in
 bold for
 
$3
 each 
SEMESTER
 RATES 
3-9 
knee: $70
  
10-14  
Ittes:  
$90 
15-191ines:  
$110
 
Name 
Fon
 NanavAL / Mery RATES 
CALL  408-924-3277] 
Cny.SSIale
 
Pnone
 
ao 
pods
 
Send
 check 
or 
money
 order 
Si):
 
Spartan Daily 
Classillsda  
Sion Joao Stabs
 University  
San  Joss, CA 961924:07141 
 
Classified  desk is located 
in
 Dwight 
Bente!  Hall, Room 209 
 Deadline 
10(X) a m two weekdays 
before publication 
 All ads are
 prepaid II No refunds
 on canceled ads 
 
Rates  for consecutive 
publications
 dates 
only 
 QUESTIONS?  
CALL
 
(405)924.3277 
Please 
check  
one  
classification:
 
_campus
 
clubs*
 _Rents 
Ho.srg
 
__Greek Messages. 
_Shared  Hous,g 
_Events* 
_Real Estate 
_Announcements.  _Servoes 
_Lost  arid Found" 
_Health/Beauty. 
_Volunteers* _Sports/Thrills*  
_For
 Sale. 
_insurance
 
_Autos
 
For
 Sale*
 _Entertainment. 
_Computers
 Etc  
_Travel  
_Wanted*
 
_Tutoring. 
_ErnplOyrnent 
_Word 
Processing
 
_Opportunites
 _Scholarships
 
 Special student
 rates 
available
 for these 
classifications.$5.00  
for 
a 3 
Ilne ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in 
person  
in 
DBH209,
 between 
10am and 
2pm. 
Student
 ID 
required.
 
**Lost
 & Found 
ads are 
offered
 
Ire.,  3 lines for 
3 days, as 
a service 
to the 
campus
 
community.
 
CALL 
MARCIA
 2564141411 
Word 
Processing
 Service/Fax
 
Editing/For-mat
 Specialist 
for 
Term 
Papers/Protects/Resumes
 
APA  
Turablot   MA 
Grammar. Sentence Structure
 
Nursing/Soc.
 Work/English/History 
intarnidlorial
 Students
 Wilt:ono 
Close to SJSU 
Campus 
EXPERT  WORD 
PROCESSORS.  
Science & English papers/theses
 
our specialty.
 Laser printing. Free 
spell check
 and storage APA.  
Turabian  
and  other 
forrrats 
Resumes,
 editing. 
graphics
 
and 
other  
services  available.
 
Mastersons
 Word 
Processing.
 
Call Paul or Virginia
 
400251-0449.
 
PROOFREADING  
EDITING 
& Word 
Processing.
 
Get  your papers 
edited before 
they 
are  graded, A 
polished  
paper
 improves
 
grades.  
Free pickup
 and
 
delivery. 
18 
years  business 
experience.  
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
 
(406) 241-0113 
TWO'S 
Wood Protiewarig
 Srovico. 
ResumesSchool
 
PapersFlyers  
Powerpoint
 
presentations  
*Color 
output 
VERY
 LOW 
RATES.
 
Call
 
Today?  
408-937-7201.  
NANCY'S 
COMPUTER 
SERVICES  
'Resumes
 *Term 
Papers 
*Letters 'Tape 
Transcriptions
 
20 years 
experience.  
Low Rate&
 
408/297-3341,
 
PROFESSIONPL
 Word Proclaiming
 
Theses,
 term papers,
 group 
projects,
 resumes, 
mini
 or
 
micro
 
cassette 
transcripten  All formats. 
Fax 
available.
 
Experienced,
 
dependable, quick 
return.
 
Almaden/Branham
 
area. 
Call 
Unda 408-264-4504.
 
THE PERFECT PAPER 
Resumes  
*Research Papers 
Manuscnots. etc. 
Worked with SJSU Students & 
Faculty for over
 15 years. 
Quick 
Turnwound. 10 minutes from SJSU. 
All work guaranteed.
 Call 
Jane 
from 
Barn-6pm
 
0(40E0937'0373.
 
NAYWARDFREFMINTUPSON CffY 
Wordprocessing  and 
Typing:  
Academic/Bus, work
 
accepted 
ReportsThesesMLA/Turab. 
Expert
 in APA format
 (4th ed.) 
WP5.1/6.0 Laser 
Printer -Fax
 
7 Days a Week 
7:00am-9:00Pm
 
Suzanne Scott 
(510)4410504 or (510)4899794. 
PROFMMONAL Word Processing 
Theses. term papers,  group 
projects, resumes. mini 
orrnicro  
cassette
 transcriptidn. All formats. 
Fax available. 
Experienced,
 
dependable,
 quick 
return.  
Almaden/Branham  
area.Call
 
Linda 408-264-4504.
 
AFFORDABLE
 & EXPERIENCED
 
Professiona. Word Processing! 
Theses,
 Term 
Papers. Nursing & 
Group Projects, 
Resumes.
 Letters. 
Manuscnpls. 
etc.
 WordPerfect 5.1, 
HP 
Laser  II. 
AN
 formats, scercialiorg 
in 
APA.  Spelling,
 punctuation 
and  
grammatical  
editing . Free disk 
storage.
 All work 
guaranteed!  
Worry 
free
 dependable
 
and 
prompt 
service. To avoid  disappointment,
 
call now to 
reserve your time!
 
Call
 PAM 247-2681
 (8rim-8pm).
 
WORD 
PROCESSING  / TYPING
 
Term 
papers, 
theses,  
resumes.
 
group 
projects. 
etc.
 Free 
spelling
 
and grammar 
check.
 
Typewriter  
available
 for filling 
in
 forms.
 Do 
you 
tape interviews of people 
for 
reports or later reference?
 If so, 
I will 
transcribe
 
your tapes. 
FAX machine.
 
Notary
 Public. 
Will  do one day turnarouno when 
schedule
 
permits,
 Call Anna 
at 
972-4992 from 8am to 7pm. 
DO
 YOU HATE TO TYPE? 
Let me do it for  
you)
 
Resumes,  Term 
Papers,  
Screenplays. APA, 
Dictaphone.  
Pickup
 / Delivery
 
Available 
Julie
  445-0707. 
EZIKILABSHIES 
FREE MONEY Po YOU/ Educatlen1 
Apply
 
for 
your  share in 
millions
 Of 
unclaimed private 
sector
 aid. Call 
Scholarship
 
Resource
 
Services. 
408-2E1-8676.
 
FREE 
FINANCIAL  AID! 
Over  $6 
Billion
 in public and 
private sector 
grants
 
& 
scholarships  
is now 
available.
 
All  
students  are eligible 
regardless
 of 
grades, income, 
or 
parent's  
income.
 Let us 
help. 
Call Student Financial Services: 
18002636495 
ext. F60415. 
$1.000  STUDENT SCHOLANSIPSI 
$1,000  scholarships and venous 
awards sponsored by Packaging
 
Industry! 
Enrol
 in 
Packaging for 
Scholarships  available for 
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates 
receive
 5 or more job 
offers.
 
Starting 
salaries  from 530k+. 
For details. contact Dr. Jorge 
Marcondes,  
Packaging
 Program 
Coordinator at 
408/9243210. 
IS 207 or CCB
 200. 
COLLEGE 
FINANCIAL  NEED? 
We can
 heio. Private
 money. 
No pay back. 
For
 details,
 
call  
510-6320835 or 510-471-8667
 
COMPUTERS ETC. 
FOR
 SALE 
Si 
WE
 PAY TOP CASH $$ 
'For
 Old/Used Computer 
Memory & CPU's. 
'We 
Buy/Trade-in/Sell  
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN. 
1-800-808-8356. 
DAILY
 
CROSSWORD
 
answers will appear
 in the next issue 
ACROSS  
1 
Sweet  sticky 
fruits  
5 Blue 
Grotto  site 
10 Actor - Ray 
14 Border 
on 
15 
Alliance
 
16 Muddy the 
waters  
17 Pastrami seller 
18 Boxer's 
boundaries  
19 
Grab  
20 Tells why 
22 Family of lions 
24 Couple 
25 Papal name 
26 
Caravan
 
creatures 
29 
Type
 of 
chemistry
 or 
compound
 
33 Pays attention 
34 Shout of glee 
36 Columbus' 
ship 
37 Morsel 
38 "Ode on a 
Grecian
 Urn" 
poet 
39 Tub 
40 Demeanor 
42 
House  wings 
43 Did a 
cleaning 
chore
 
45 
Cycled
 
47 
Delicate  
48 
Gratuities  
49 
Lubricate 
50 
Networks
 
52 Burns without 
flame
 
57 Rochester clinic 
58 Plant parasite 
60 
Hair
 ornament
 
61 Prayer ending 
62 
Australian
 
animal 
63 - spumante 
MOOM MMUU 
PIMUU0 
MOM@ DOOM IMMO 
MUUM MUUMNOINIUMU 
MUUMUU MUU MEMO 
UMW UUMM 
UMMIAMOOLI MUMOMM 
IMMO 1510101= OMOMM 
MOHO 
IMMO MUM 
COMM MOMMO UMM 
MOMINUM OMMUOMOU 
BOBO MOO 
MOM UMO 
000MMO
 
MMUIDIUMUUOM
 IMMO 
MOM° OMMO DOOM 
MUMMA MUM MMOM 
0,9415UndecIFeattesSndickte 
64 
"Untouchable" 
Eliot  
65 Trimmed 
66 Adolescent 
DOWN
 
I Disappear 
2 Wild goat 
3 
Swig
 
4 Stiff 
5 
Souvenirs  
6 
Soon
 
7 Dice spots 
8 Fish eggs 
9 
Exalts
 
10 Crafts 
worker  
11 
Cargo  
12
 Levee 
13 
Grand - Opry 
21 
Pointed 
tools 
23 Carpet 
25 
Browning  
and 
Poe 
26 
Munch
 
27 
Eagle  s nest 
28 
Distributed
 
30 "Separate 
Tables'
 
costar
 
31 Not appropriate 
32 
Spiteful  
34 Joins
 (metal) 
35 
Actor 
Holbrook  
38 
Remembrance
 
41 
Countries
 
43 
Go
 by 
water  
44 Lynx
 e g 
46
 Top
 
47 
Bauble  
50 Contest 
51 
Some 
bar 
orders 
52 Chase (balls)
 
53 Measure
 of 
length 
54 "Do
 it 
or
 -I" 
55 
Ceremony
 
56 
-
 ones
 
wheels 
57 
male  
59 
Pea  
holder
 
MEM  
MAMMA!
 
MOM 
au..
 
UM=  
NM 
NM 
NEM 
IMRE
 
EMMEMMEM
 MIME
 
MUM MOM 
MEM=
 MOM=
 
MIME
 NM= 
MIMI
 
NM 
MEM 
MEM 
MEM 
MUM
 UM= 
MENEM  
MUM
 
MN=
 
MUM 
MEM= 
MMOMMOMM
 
MIME
 MEM
 
MEM 
MINI  
MEM=  
MOM 
IIMMEM
 
=NM 
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Ozone 
From page I 
wmposium
 souflit to find answers and facili-
tate dialogue. In 
order  to understand the 
pollutants we have to deal with the i 
on
 for 
doing it that is too large for one group to 
carry out ... we all have a vested interest, said 
Steve Zirnim, a staff scientist at Chevron 
Research 
and Technology.
 
An afternoon panel 
discussion  on Bay 
Area air quality was led by moderator Milton 
Feldstein, a recent retiree after 38 years on 
the Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District. "We 
thought  
we were there, and it 
turned out otherwise," John Kennedy of the 
EPA said. He said with possible redesignation 
the  EPA will be 
"cautious."
 
"If it does happen again this summer," said 
Feldstein. "We have some 
work to do." 
"(The Bay Area is) a designated attain-
ment area," said Jean Roggenkamp of the 
B.AAQMD. "We must 
demonstrate  that we 
can maintain it into the 
future."  She said 
much of the contemporary 
and future focus 
to achieve goals by her agency 
will be focused 
on "people s behavior" at the 
individual  level,  
like car usage. 
Everyone agreed. "You won't
 hear us fight-
ing emissions reductions," 
Jack
 Mc Kenzie of  
PG&E said. "But it's got
 to be done in a bal-
anced and thoughtful process." 
i Brin nig the issue to a more 
pragmatic
 
Bringing  
point.
 
J.
 Holtzclaw from the 
Sierra Club 
posed the question as "How do we get people 
out of their cars?" He said improving 
mass 
transit, decreasing subsidies to cars and their
 
usage. and making our cities more pedestri-
an -friendly were all 
crucial.  
Other topics 
during  the panel discussion 
induded changing from "command and con-
trol" regulation to market incentive 
approaches  making pollution uneconomi-
cal 
and using incentives and disincentives to 
achieve 
goals.  
Cyber:
 Internet party
 
at
 
Morris  
Dailey  
From 
page  I 
ig 
show,  they prypaied 
amplified the 
frying 
pan 
and cutting 
1,,  . is. 
They rolled 
bowling balls 
at the same time.
 
Asked 
what
 he will do for 
DigIT,  Singh 
replied, "I 
can't  blow the whistle 
on the whole 
thing! But
 it will involve a lot of 
chili  powder." 
Other 
performers  at DigIT 
will
 be the West 
African 
Percussion  Ensemble 
from
 the School 
of Music, 
story telling by Lan
-y
 Wendt and two 
local rock 
bands,  VAT and Go 
Pound  Salt. 
C.SU Monterey 
Bay  is scheduled to 
broadcast  
a classical 
pianist
 and a rock band over  
ATM 
onto large
 screens in the auditorium. SJSU 
will 
likewise 
broadcast
 the show to Monterey
 Bay. 
Singh 
said thy Montery(
 
n 
uinI,
 
mein
 is to 
use the link
 between
 the
 
airrently.  
ATM  is used by the 
schools to televise 
classes.  
Video cameras
 are being 
borrowed
 from 
Instructional
 Resources Center and 
the Radio, 
Television, Film
 department. The
 computers 
are from 
CADRE.  Sound 
equipment
 is from 
friends. 
Friends  also volunteered
 to do much of 
the work,
 though students who 
are contribut-
ing to an 
art  installation in the 
lobby of the 
auditorium 
will  be getting 
school
 credit. 
Promotion was
 done on their web 
site and 
through an outside 
firm that released 
notices  
to major newspapers
 across the country. 
Singh stresses that 
the  event is informal 
and 
that people
 are free to come and
 go during 
San  Jose State University SPARTAN DAILY 
Peter 
Hess,  
Deputy 
Air  
Pollution 
Control
 
Officer,
 of the 
Bay Area 
Quality
 
Management 
District
 
(BAAQMD) 
was one
 of 
the 
many 
guest speak-
ers 
at
 the 
symposium  
on 
ozone lay-
ers 
held 
Thursday at 
Duncan 
Hall. 
One
 of the 
topics 
includ-
ed the rea-
sons 
for  the 
Bay Area's 
highest ozone 
recording  dur-
ing the sum-
mer of 
1995.  
Approximately 
80-90 stu-
dents, indus-
try and 
regu-
latory agency 
people
 
attended. 
PI101 o By 
CHIEKo 
AIUMURA
SPECIAL TO THE 
SPARTAN DAILY 
per  lin main ,- ihserve art installations in the 
lobby Will, I he concert will show the use of 
ATM
 as new technology and to showcase music 
and art, "more than anything else, it's a big 
party," 
said
 Singh. 
Details   
Digit (Digital linernet Teleconcert) 
Friday
 May 17th 
Moms
 Dailey Auditorium,7 p.m.
 to 11 p.m. 
Free 
admission  
For info 
to watch on Internet go to 
http://digitsjsitedu  
Steinbeck 
From 
page I 
Vanderpool 
then  explained the
 
event's rules. Each 
interpreter
 has 
only eight minutes in 
which to 
demonstrate
 they have fathomed
 
the
 author's theme
 from the scene
 
the interpreter has
 selected. C.oing 
over  eight minutes 
was  grounds 
for 
disqualification.  
Working from a 
clipboard,  
Vanderpool
 announced the 
order 
in which the 
interpreters  would 
appear. The five 
had drawn num-
bers for 
random
 positioning.
 
The  first 
interpreter 
was 
Premadonna
 Campbell.
 Campbell 
took
 the stage 
but didn't
 intro-
duce 
her work. 
With  just 
opening
 
her binder 
she  began her
 perfor-
mance.
 about 
halfway  through 
she 
announced  
she would 
read  from 
Maya 
Angelou's "Just
 Like Job." 
F.gan Schulz
 was next, 
he read 
an 
intense
 scene 
from the 
final  
chapter of 
Steinbeck's  "Of
 Mice 
and  Men."  
Though  not quite 
addressing
 the issue of 
the work-
ing class, the 
scene  was performed
 
with
 careful command
 of the 
material. Schulz
 portrayed 
Lenny,  
George
 and read the
 narration. 
Lenny's character
 and the 
narra-
tion came off as more 
developed 
that George's in Schulz's perfor-
mance. 
Next came 
Beverly
 Dennison 
who's performance from Ronnie
 
Gilbert's "Mother
 Jones" 
addressed the issues and 
trials  of 
the working class 
clearly
 and bla-
tantly. 
Dennison  commanded 
Gilbert's work with a 
feisty  deter-
mination. 
Verlene Schermer 
followed  and 
introduced her work 
seemingly  in 
character for Richard 
Nash's 
"Rainmaker." Schermer 
flawlessly  
Simpkins
 
changed
 personna's from a head-
strong cynic named 
Lizzie  to the 
hoisteous  charmer 
Starbuck.
 
The competition 
segment
 
closed with Floyd Dudley's inter-
pretation of a scene between 
George and 
Slim in Steinbeck's 
"Of  Mice and 
Men."  Holding a 
large black binder 
awkwardly, 
Dudley's presentation of the two 
Men was well 
delivered but the 
slight stage 
movement  needed 
to 
portray  a dialogue 
was  too stilted. 
On 
hand  was professor 
emeritus 
Noreen  La Barge 
Mitchell,  the 
woman after 
whom
 the event is 
half named. Having 
retired from 
the 
Theater  Arta department
 in 
1984, Mitchell said
 she spends the 
time 
writing
 books. Her
 latest 
work is about 
oral
 interpretation 
and similar 
theatre  exercises 
with  
the working title 
"Theater
 of the 
Imagination," "...or 
whatever the 
current buzz word 
is
 for reader's 
theatre  and storytelling," she 
said. 
When everyone 
reconvened, 
Vanderpool  introduced 
Mathis -
Swanson who then took 
over as 
host. 
Mathis -Swanson introduced 
Mitchell. 
"I'm so proud of this 
evening," 
Mitchell said, smiling and 
near 
tears, "I'm so proud of them (the 
interpreters). Through barely
 
trembling hands, Mitchell 
announced that the winner was
 
Egan Schulz. 
Schulz approached the
 stage 
and graciously accepted his check. 
"I don't 
know  what to say." he said. 
"Thank you very 
much." Schulz 
said he'd used 
the prize money to 
pay off some 
credit cards. 
According to the rules 
now  that 
Schulz has won, he can never com-
pete again.  Mathis-Sw-anson said. 
From 
page I 
One
 fund raising idea was for 
the athletes lockers 
to
 be bought 
by alumni. The 
lockers were sold 
for $500 and had the alumni' 
names engraved on them. Current 
athletes see who 
provided
 for 
them. 
"It's kind of neat, tying the
 
alumni (to the lockers)," she said. 
"It's just been a thrill be 
able  to do 
these things. It gives
 you a lot of 
pleasure." 
The notion 
of being given hon-
orary degrees is flattering  
to the 
Simpkinses. "We 
always thought 
the Tower 
Award showed apprecia-
tion of 
what  we had done," said 
Phyllis. 
"I don't think 
there  have been 
many honorary 
degrees given," 
said Alan. 
Both agree their efforts have 
been a means to 
help the school 
that has 
given  much to them. 
"We got a good education -now 
it's time to give back," said Phyllis. 
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Dear 
Reader:  
If 
you're
 in a 
crisis  
pregnancy,  or 
know someone
 who is, 
please  be 
assured
 
that we 
understand  
the emotional
 trauma
 
you are 
going  
throughthe
 
doubts,  the 
fears,
 the 
sense of 
shame  
andfrust 
ration. 
We 
know the 
agonizing 
decisions 
you  
face 
and the 
pressures  
you  feel. 
At 
first blush, 
opting for 
an abortion 
probably 
sounds  like 
the"
 quick -fix" 
so-
lution 
to your 
problem.
 You need
 to be 
advised,
 as this 
supplement
 does in 
numerous
 articles,
 that abortion
 is not in 
your 
best  interest. 
Those who 
have  been 
telling 
you  that it's a 
"women's 
rights" 
issue have 
been 
withholding
 
critical
 in-
formation  from 
you.
 
Actually  , if you 
are subjecting
 your-
self 
to the possible
 after-effects
 of abor-
tion,  as outlined 
on page eleven;
 or put-
ting  yourself in 
the
 position of being
 the 
anguished  mother 
pouring our 
her  heart 
from personal
 experience 
(also  page 
eleven); 
or making yourself 
two to four 
times more 
prone  to breast cancer 
(docu-
mented by recent 
research),  shouldn't 
people  who claim 
to
 be far_women 
be
 
warning you of these 
consequences?  
Perhaps abortion
 isn't about women's
 
rights after all! 
What then, or whom, is 
it about? The 
answer  can be found 
within these pages. 
For 
instance, isn't it exciting to dis-
cover, as Dr. Jerome 
Lejeune  points out 
The War
 of Words 
Claim: Abortion 
is legal, therefore, it must be right.
 
Answer: If child abuse were 
suddenly  declared legal by the 
U.S.  
Supreme Court, would that 
make it 
right?
 Would we ignore such an 
injustice  and do nothing to 
protect
 the children? 
Claim: I have the right to 
"choose" to abort my baby- 
a woman's "right to choose!" 
Answer:
 How can anyone have
 the
 
right to choose to kill 
another
 individual? The only
 
"choke" in abortion 
is between a dead baby or a live 
baby.  Furthermore, the advocates 
who defend the "choice"
 to abort, resulting in a dead baby,
 are not consistent. Why is it only
 
in the rase of abortion they 
argue  that "choice" should be legal 
and
 absolute? Using the same 
rationale,
 shouldn't people have the right
 to "choose" to use drugs ("It's
 my body") or the 
right to "choose" to 
practice  prostitution? Should our 
society  allow a person to"choose" 
to 
kill another person (or have 
that person killed) to solve the first 
person's  problem? 
Claim: The government
 should not interfere with a woman's 
"right"
 to abortion. 
Answer:
 Our Declaration of Independence 
declares  that we have 
an"
 inalienable right to 
Life, Liberty and the
 Pursuit of Happiness." Thomas Jefferson
 defined government's role, 
"The care 
of human life and happiness, and not their 
destruction,  is the first and only object 
of good 
government." Pres. Reagan, a defender
 of the human and civil rights of the 
prebom,
 
called it "the transcendent right to 
life of all human beings, the right without
 which no 
other rights have any meaning." 
(Without
 life, taxation, health-care etc. are immaterial).
 
Claim: If public money (tax money)
 is not available to pay for abortions "poor"
 women 
will be denied access 
to abortion. They will be discriminated against. 
Answer: Are we obligated to provide 
cigarettes
 and alcohol to poor people if they cannot 
afford them? On the contrary, government is very explicit about which items may be 
purchased with food stamps. Is this 
considered discrimination? The same people who argue 
for "public" subsidies for 
abortions  are the same ones who argue 
that it is 
a "private" 
decision. To quote Congressman
 Henry Hyde, " We have 
a"
 right" of free speech. Does this 
mean the government has to buy 
us
 a personal computer? A typewriter? A megaphone?" 
Claim: 
lam personally opposed to abortion, but! would 
not  interfere with another's right 
to have an 
abortion
 nor impose 
my
 morality on others. 
Answer: Analogy -- if 
the abolitionists had bought this line of reasoning regarding the 
slavery issue, some slates could still be saddled with 
slavery
 today. Every law ever passed 
sets standards which reflect 
someone's
 (or a body of law -makers') morality. 
on 
page  
four
 
that
 the 
miniaturized
 lan-
guage 
mapping
 out 
the new baby 
at the 
time 
of fertilization
 contains 
more  infor-
mation 
about  himl her 
than  can be 
stored  
in five
 sets (not 
volumes) of 
Encyclope-
dia 
Britannica?  
It is our 
hope that in 
reading  this 
sup-
plement 
and relating to 
the preborn child
 
you will be 
convinced 
that
 abortion, 
besides
 not
 being in your
 best 
interest,
 is 
indeed
 an unjust,
 inhumane 
and irre-
versible destruction
 of an innocent 
human  
We. There are 
alternatives to 
such  a 
drastic 
measure!
 
Is 
carrying  your 
baby
 to term a 
man-
ageable 
decision?  Yes it 
is!  Please 
refer
 
to 
page
 five to realize
 the number of 
people and 
organizations
 ready 
and  
eager to 
help you. 
Don't hesitate to call 
on them, 
whatever  your needs. 
The sup-
port is there to 
see you through 
your 
crisis pregnancy
 - and beyond! 
Remember the 
decision you make 
will 
affect
 you for the rest 
of your life. Don't 
let 
anyone
 pressure you
 into a quick 
decision!
 We don't pretend to 
have
 an 
easy solution 
- but a just, 
manageable,
 
rewarding  one, one which you 
will
 not 
regret: 
continued  life for your 
baby!
 
Marlene
 Reid, 
President  
Human Life 
Alliance  of 
Minnesota  
Claim: You want to 
ban women's "constitutional
 right" to abortion.
 
Answer:  This is a "spurious" or 
false
 "right" - having no basis in the 
constitution.  The U.S. 
Supreme 
Court  claims to have discovered 
a "privacy" right in the 
"penumbra"
 of the 
Constitution ("penumbra" 
definition:  a partly lighted area around
 an area of full shadow). 
Court
 decisions (Roe v. Wade and Doe v.
 Bolton) 
are
 aberrations (deviations from truth) 
and 
do nothing more than 
grant temporary license to kill children 
in the womb, the most 
dangerous place 
of residence. This license is tenuous and 
could  
be
 over -ridden by reversal 
or an amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution.
 Indeed, to guarantee the permanent 
freedom of 
the slaves and establish rights for all U.S. "persons" the 14th 
Amendment  to the Constitution 
was passed. It states, "...No state shall make or 
enforce any law which shall abridge the 
privileges or immunities of 
citizens  of the United States: nor shall any state deprive any 
person of 
life, liberty,
 or property
 without due process 
of
 law: nor deny 
to any 
garsonwithin
 
its 
jurisdiction
 the equal protection 
of the law." (emphasis added). In Roe v. Wade the Court 
determined  that 
unborn
 children 
are
 mg 
"persons"
 even though
 they have 
the  right 
to inherit 
property and many 
other  rights. Some states have 
entire sections of law 
outlining
 Crimes 
Against Unborn Children in which they, from conception on, arc protected from negligent 
or willful harm 
or
 death. 
Claim: If 
legal  
abortions
 are banned, women 
will 
resort  to back alley 
abortions.  
Answer: In 1972, the year before the Supreme Court legalized abortion, a total of 39 women 
died 
from illegal
 abortions, 
according to 
the U.S. 
Centers  for Disease
 Control.
 
Former  
abortion
 provider Carol Everett 
states,
 "In the last 18 months I was  in 
the 
business,  
we
 
were  
completing 500 abortions [legal: 1982-83] monthly and killing or maiming one woman out 
of 500" (p.10). If the numbers are this 
astounding  for her four Texas clinics, it doesn't take 
an expert 
mathematician  to figure out that the 
number
 of casualties happening 
nationwide
 
at the over 
2200
 supposedly "safe" abortuarics would
 be in the high hundreds. 
Claim:
 Abortion should be legal to end a pregnancy 
resulting
 from rape or incest. 
Answer: It is 
important  to remember
 that
 
the child 
conceived in rape,
 or 
incest,
 
is no 
less 
human than any other child. David Rcardon's article, 
(page 8) 
points
 out that
 the 
very 
worst 
solution 
that can be offered to
 
the pregnant 
woman  
at
 
this
 crisis time
 in her 
life 
is
 an 
abortion.
 
Abortion 
compounds  the 
problem!  If a small
 child were killed in 
the street by a 
negligent
 
driver and it was
 later 
determined  
that the child had 
been
 conceived in rape, would the
 
driver
 
be held less responsible? Is that child's 
death less tragic? 
Human Life 
Alliance  of 
Minnesota
 Education
 Fund Inc 
Advertising  
Supplement  
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Test
 Your Abortion
 1.0. 
I. On January 
22, 1973 the U.S. Supreme
 
Court 
legalized  abortion through which
 
month of 
pregnancy?  A) 3rd month; B) 
4th 
month;
 C) 6th month; D) 9th month 
2. Since abortion was 
legalized  in 1973 
the number
 of pretx)m babies' lives 
extinguished by 
abortion is: A) 6 million; 
B) 12 million 
C)
 30 million; 
D)33.5million
 
3. 
Abortion  is the 
leading
 cause of 
death  
in
 the
 U.S., causing what
 percent of total 
deaths? A) 21%; B) 
35%;C)
 46%; D) 52% 
4. 
What  age group 
of
 women have the 
greatest number 
of abortions'? A) 15 - 
19;  
B) 20-24; C) 
25
 -29; D) 30-34 
5. About 10 
million  Black children have
 
been aborted since
 abortion was legalized. 
This
 is what fraction 
of the present Black
 
population in the 
U.S.? A) one -eighth; B) 
one -fifth; C) one-third; 
D)
 one-half 
6. Since 1960 the 
number  of babies born 
out -of -wedlock
 has
 
risen by what 
percent'? 
A)60%; B) 
105%;
 C) 
250%;  D) 419%  
7. 
Women  who abort their first 
child stand 
how much
 greater risk of developing
 
breast 
cancer'?
 A) 3 x; B) 2 x; C) 4 x 
8. With the 
advances in medical 
science  
the number of 
surgical  procedures which 
arc now performed 
on
 babies in the womb 
is: A) 
over 50; B) 80; C) 90; D) over 100 
9.
 One out of every how many prebom 
babies is killed by 
abortion'?
 A) two; 
B) three; C) four; D) six 
M. What percent of 
abortions  performed 
in 
the U.S. are repeat abortions?
 A)30%; 
B) 
nearly  40%; C) nearly 50%; D) 60% 
11. What percent of women who 
have  had 
abortions experience suicidal tendencies?
 
A)45%: B) 60%; C) 70%; D) 
75% 
12. A developing baby's
 heart begins to 
beat at: A) 21 days; B) 30 days; 
C) 45 days; D) 60 days 
13) How many Americans now have an 
incurable sexually transmitted disease? 
A)20 million; B) 36 million; C) 56 million 
14) Every year up to what number of U.S. 
women become infertile because of STDs? 
A)66,000; B)75,000; C)98,000; D)150,000 
The answers to these questions can he found on 
p.9.
 
Abortion is Legal
 During 
7th,
 8th and 9th 
Months
 
In Roe v. Wade the Court allowed states to 
restrict 
abortions  in the 3rd trimester 
"except 
where it is necessary... 
for  the preservation 
of life 
or
 health of the mother." 
However, in 
Doe v. Bolton, the 
companion  case to Roe, 
the Court defined 
"health" to include
 "all 
factors  - physical, emotional, 
psychological,
 
familial, and the 
woman's
 age - relevant to 
the 
well-being of the 
patient."  Because of 
this broad 
definition of 
"health"  the Court, 
in 
effect, 
permitted
 abortion -on
-demand in all 
fifty states right up 
until  birth for any 
reason!
 
Chronology
 of a New 
Life  
Fertilization:  The 
sperm joins with
 the ovum to
 
form
 one cell. 
This  
one
 cell 
contains  the complex 
genetic blueprint 
for  every detail of 
human  
developmentthe
 child's sex,
 hair and eye 
color,  height, skin 
tone etc. 
Month One: 
The first cell 
divides  within 
several  hours and 
then cell 
division  continues 
in an orderly 
fashion
 every few 
hours  as the small 
group 
of cells 
travels down the 
Fallopian tube to 
the uterus, where 
the uterine 
lining
 has been 
prepared
 for implantation.
 There are 
over
 1(X) cells present
 
when this 
tiny
 embryo reaches
 the uterus 7 to 
10 days after 
fertilization.
 
Day 20foundations
 of the brain, 
spinal  cord and 
nervous
 system 
are
 
already
 established; day 
21 --the heart begins 
to beat in a regular 
fashion;  
day 28the backbone,
 the rest of the skeleton,
 and muscles are 
forming
arms, legs,
 
eyes and 
ears have
 
begun to 
show,  At one month 
old, the 
embryo is 
10,000  times larger 
than
 the original 
fertilized
 egg  and 
developing
 rapidly. The 
heart is pumping 
increased  quantities 
of
 blood 
through
 
the 
system.  The placenta 
forms a unique 
barrier
 that keeps the 
mother's blood 
separate,
 but allows food 
and oxygen to pass 
to the baby. 
Month Two: At 35 days
 the pre -born baby has all 
her fingers. Brainwaves 
can be detected at 
day  40; the brain is controlling
 40 sets of muscles as 
well  as the organs. The 
jaw  forms including teeth
 buds in the gums. The 
eyelids seal during 
this
 time to protect the baby's
 developing light-sensitive
 
eyes  which will reopen in 
the seventh month. The
 stomach produces diges-
tive juices and the kidneys
 have begun to function.
 The tiny human being 
responds to 
touch.  By 8 weeks, the 
developing  baby is now 
referred  to as 
the fetus,
 a Latin word meaning "young
 one" or "offspring." 
Month Three: 
Day 63 (9 weeks): 
Unique  fingerprints arc 
evident and 
never change. The 
baby now sleeps, awakens
 and exercises her muscles
 by 
turning her head,
 curling her toes, and opening 
and closing her mouth - 
often sucking 
her thumb. lier palm, when 
stroked, will make a tight 
fist.  
She breathes amniotic fluid 
to help develop her respiratory 
system.
 By 12 
wits. all the
 organs and systems of her
 body arc functioning. The 
only 
major activity from now 
until birth is growth - the 
increase in her 
size.
 
Month Four: By the end of this
 month (16 weeks) the baby is 
8 to 10 
inches
 in length and weighs a half 
pound  or more. Her cars are 
functioning,  
and there is evidence
 that the baby hears her 
mother's
 voice and heartbeat, 
as well as external noises. 
The  umbilical cord has become 
an
 engineering 
marvel, transporting 300 quarts of 
fluids per day and completing a 
round-
trip 
of fluids every 30 seconds. Because the prebom 
child is now larger, the 
mother usually begins to 
feel her baby's movements during 
this
 month. 
Month Five: 
Half
 the pregnancy has now passed. The
 baby is about 12 
inches long. If a sound
 is especially loud or startling, she may 
jump
 in re-
action to it. Babies born at this stage 
of development (19 - 20 weeks) are 
surviving at an increasing
 rate thanks to advances in 
medical
 technology. 
Month Six: (24 
weeks): Oil and sweat glands are 
functioning.
 The baby's 
delicate skin is protected
 in the amniotic sac by a special ointment "vemix." 
Month Seven: The
 baby's brain has as many cells as it will have at birth. 
The preborn child uses the four senses 
of
 vision, hearing, taste and touch. 
Research has 
documented  that she can now recognize her mother's voice. 
Month Eight: The 
skin
 begins to thicken, with a layer of fat
 stored 
underneath for insulation 
and nourishment. Antibodies increasingly build 
up. The baby swallows a gallon of amniotic fluid per day, more if 
it is 
sweetened. She often hiccups. She has been urinating 
for several months. 
Month
 Nine: Toward the end of this month, the baby is ready for
 birth. 
The average duration of pregnancy is 280 days from the first day of the 
mother's last menstrual period, but this varies. By this time the infant's 
heart is pumping 300 gallons of blood per day. In response to signals from 
the brain the child triggers labor and birth occurs. Of the 45 generations of 
cell 
divisions
 before adulthood, 41 have taken place in the womb. Only 
four more will come - during the rest of childhood and before adolescence. 
In developmental terms we spend
 90% of our lives in the womb. 
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Life 
begins  at 
conception
 
"Each of us has a very precise 
starting
 
moment  which is the time 
at which the 
whole 
necessary  and 
sufficient 
genetic  
information is gathered inside one cell, 
the fertilized egg, and this is the 
moment of fertilization.
 There is not the 
slightest doubt about that and we 
know 
that this information is written 
on
 a 
kind
 
of 
ribbon which we call the DNA." 
Jerome Lejeune. M.D.. 
Ph.D., tells us much about the 
intricacies of the beginning of 
human life. Contrary to the 
popular
 view that the tiny baby 
becomes
 more and more "de-
veloped"  as the weeks of 
preg-
nancy go 
on,  Dr. Lejcune 
says
 that the very first cell, the 
fertilized egg. is " the most 
specialized cell underthe 
sun." 
No other cell will 
ever
 again 
have the same instructions in 
the lik of the individual being 
created. 
In the words of Dr. Lejeune. 
"Each of us has a very precise 
starting  moment which is the 
time at which the whole nec-
essary  and sufficient genetic 
information is gathered inside 
one cell, the 
fertilized  egg, 
and this is the moment of fer-
tilization. There is not the 
slightest doubt about that and 
we know that this information 
is written on a kind of ribbon 
which we call the DNA." 
He explains that the ferti-
lized egg contains more infor-
mation about the new indi-
vidual than can be stored 
in 
five 
sets (not volumes) 
of the 
Encyclopedia 
Britannica  (if 
enlarged to normal
 print). To 
furtheremphasize the minute-
ness  of this language. Dr. 
Lejeune states that if all the 
one -metre -long DNA of the 
sperms
 and all the 
one -metre -
long
 DNA of the 
ova  which 
contain
 the instructions 
for 
the 5 billion human 
beings
 
who will replace us on this 
planet were brought 
together  
in one place the total amount
 
of matter would be 
roughly  
the size of two aspirin
 tablets. 
When Dr. Lejeune testified 
in the Louisiana 
Legislature 
(House Committee on the Ad-
ministration of Criminal Jus-
tice, June 
7,
 1990) he stated, 
"Recent 
discoveries  by Dr. 
Alec Jeffreys 
of
 England dem-
onstrate that this information 
(on the DNA molecule) is 
stored by a system of barcodes 
not unlike those found on 
products at the supermarket ... 
it's 
not  any longer a theory 
that each of us is unique." 
Dr. Lejeune states that be-
cause of studies published 
within  the last year we can 
now determine within three to 
seven days after fertilization 
if the new human being is a 
boy or a girl. 
"I 
see  no 
difference 
between the 
early person that
 
you 
were at 
conception and 
the late person 
which 
you  are 
now. You were, 
and are, a human 
being." 
"At no time," 
Dr. Lejeune 
says. "is the human being a 
blob of protoplasm. 
As far as 
your nature 
is concerned.  I see 
no difference
 between the 
early person that you were at 
conception and the late per-
son which you are now. 
You 
were, 
and are, a human be-
ing." 
In the testimony Dr. Lejeune 
gave 
on The Seven Human 
Embryos 
(Circuit Court for 
Blount 
County.
 Tennessee at 
Maryville,
 Equity Division, 
August 8-10.
 1989) 
he com-
pared the chromosome to a 
mini -cassette,  in which a sym-
phony 
is written, the syni-
phony of life. He explained 
that if you 
buy a cartridge on 
which a 
Mozart  symphony 
has 
been recorded and insert it 
Dr. Jerome Lejeune 
in a player, %hat
 is being re-
produced is the movement of 
the air that transmits to you 
the genius of Mozart. In mak-
ing the analogy he said. "It's 
exactly the same  way that life 
is played. On the tiny mini -
cassettes which are our chro-
mosomes are written various 
parts of the opus which is for 
human symphony, and as soon 
as all the information neces-
sary and sufficient 
to
 spell the 
whole 
symphony
 (is 
brought  
together),
 this symphon 
plays itself, that is, anew man 
is 
beginning  his career .., as 
soon as he has
 been conceived, 
a man is 
a man." 
Dr.Jerome 
Lejetine  died on April 
.1. 
1994.
 Dr. Lejeune
 of Paris. 
France was a mediial doctor. a 
Doctor of Science and a profes-
sor of 
Funduniental
 Lenetics for 
over 
20
 years. Dr. 
Lejeune  dis-
covered the genetic 
cause
 of 
Down  Syndrome.
 receiving 
the  
Kennedy Prize for the disawen 
and, in 
addition,
 received the Me-
morial Allen
 Award Medal . the 
world's highest 
award for work 
in the field of Genetics. He prac-
tised hisprofession at the
 Hopital 
des Enfants Malade.s
 (Sick Chil-
dren's Hospital) in Paris. 
Dr. Lejeune was a member of the 
American Academy 
of Arts and 
Science, a member
 of the Royal 
Society of Medicine in London, 
The Royal
 Society of Science in 
Stockholm, the 
Silence Acad-
emy in Italy and 
Argentina, The 
Pontifical  Academy
 of Science 
and TheAcademy
 ofMedicine in  
France. 
If 
you 
would  
like  to 
obtain  
a 
copy 
of DT. 
Lejeune's
 
testimony
 
on
 The 
Seven  
Human
 
Embryos
 send 
$4.00 
to 
Human  
Life 
Alliance  
of 
MN, 
Inc.,  3570
 
Lexington
 
Ave. 
N., Suite 
30l,  St 
Paul,  
MN 
55126.8087.
 
Legalized
 
Abortion  
Based  
on
 Lies 
and Fraud
 
Norma McCorvey was 
the 
"Jane  
Roe" 
of
 Roe 
is.
 Wade. 
Early 
in 1970 Norma 
Mccorvey  claimed 
that
 she 
had 
been
 gang -raped and became 
pregnant. 
Attorneys Sarah Weddington
 and Linda
 Coffee,
 newly
 graduated from 
the 
University of 
Texas Law School, needed
 a "client"
 in 
order
 to 
challenge
 Texas' 100
-year  old 
law that banned
 abortions. 
They  convinced 
Norma that she 
should be 
seeking
 an abortion.
 
The case was
 subsequently
 argued all the
 way to the 
Supreme  Court 
which resulted 
in 
legalizing  abortion 
in all 50 states in 
1973. In the 
meantime,  Norma's 
baby was born 
and  
released
 for adoption.
 In 1987, 
McCorvey admitted that
 the gang -rape 
was  a lie. In 
August
 
1995, she 
joined  Operation 
Rescue  stating that 
she was tired of 
being  exploited by 
the pro -
abortionists.
 
While 
Roe  is. Wade 
legalized
 abortion, on the 
same date, Doe 
is,
 
Bolton  provided for 
abortion
-on -demand for the
 entire nine months
 of pregnancy and 
was the legal vehicle
 
which provided 
Court  sanction for 
the
 over 2200 abortion 
mills 
across
 the 
country.  
Sandra 
Cano  was 
"Mary
 Doe" of 
Doe is. Bolton 
Sandra 
Cano  now says 
she was an 
unwitting  
participant
 in fraud on the
 highest court 
in the 
land. 
Sandra  was a 
young  expectant 
mother with three
 children 
facing
 a divorce 
from
 a 
husband who was 
in jail for child 
molestation. 
Cano's
 three children 
had been taken 
from  
her 
by family service 
workers. They 
were  being shunted 
from one bad 
environment  to 
another. Cano loved
 her children dearly.
 She was almost 
insane  with grief
 when she turned 
to Legal Aid 
Services  for help.
 The offer of N.O.W.
 lawyers to take 
the whole mess off
 her 
hands,
 obtain a divorce 
and regain cu.swily 
of her children 
sounded
 too good to be 
true.  
When  the attorneys 
hinted
 that they would like
 tostrikc a deal which
 would include aborting
 
the 
child  Sandra was 
carrying
 she made it very clear
 that she could never
 do that. Yet, her 
attorneys
 ignored her objections
 and ran roughshod 
over
 her. When she realized
 her case 
had  been used to obtain 
abortion -on -demand 
she said, "...why would
 I stretch my imagina-
tion to include a 
plan  so  bizarre that it 
would
 give people in a civilized
 society permission 
to kill
 their
 
own  babies? ... I surely never 
thought
 they would tic my personal 
anxieties  about 
retrieving my children 
to a scheme to make abortion -on
-demand  legal." Ironically, the 
Cano
 
baby, like
 the McCorvey baby, was
 carried to term and 
relinquished  for adoption. 
Yet,
 
33,500,000
 other babies have lost their lives to abortion 
because of 
these two eases. 
Sarah Weddington was the 
Attorney
 
Sarah Weddington, the attorney who argued Roe v. Wade 
before the U.S. Supreme Court, 
gave a speech 
at
 
the Education Ethics Institute in 
Oklahoma.
 She explained why she 
defended the sketchy 
story and false rape charge of a 
Texas
 waitress 
"Jane  Roe" all the way 
to the Supreme 
Court  "My behavior may not have been totally 
ethical.  But I did it for what 
I thought were the right
 reasons." TuCsa World 
5124193.
 
Playboy Provided the Funding 
Hugh Heffner, founder of Playboy claims to 
have done one great thing for women: 
"Playboy probably had more to do than any other company with 
Roe  v. Wade. We supplied 
the money for those early cases and actually wrote the (mucus curiae for Roe." 
Do You Hear What I  Hear? 
"With no hype at all, the fetus can rightly be 
called  a marvel of cognition, 
consciousness and sentience." 
Jt 
"She slides into the world with 
eyes alert, the tiny ridges of her 
cars living antennae scanning the con-
versation frequencies in the room. 
She finds her mother's voice with her cars, 
and her eyes." 
The baby's alertness and 
awareness
 be-
gins with early 
development  in the womb. 
The 
prebom  baby can hear and respond 
to 
sound. Car horns can 
make  the baby 
jump.
 Her heartbeat 
quickens.  
When Peter Hcpper 
of Queens Univer-
sity in 
Belfast repeatedly 
played
 to 30 -
week
-old fetuses the theme 
song from a 
popular  soap opera, 
they relaxed. After
 
s14 
birth, the babies became "quite 
alert" when 
they  heard the tune. 
"...When
 a loudspeaker directs 
speech syllables at a mother-to-be's 
abdomen,
 the fetus's heart slows, a 
sign 
of 
auentiveness.  The heartbeat 
speeds 
upas the fetus gets bored with 
the sounds, 
then 
slows  again if new ones 
flow
 into 
the womb." 
A fetus 
remembers
 some
 experiences 
and may alter her 
behavior as a result. 
The title, the direct quotes 
and other pertinent 
information 
in this 
article  are taken 
from: 
Newsweek 
Special
 Issue,"How Kids 
Grow," 
Summer 1991
 (Begley). 
Human Life Alliance of 
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Advertising  Supplement 
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Hel s For Pre I nant Women 
Pregnancy
 Hotline 
1 -800 -848 -LOVE 
(5683) 
Nurturing Network 
1-800-866-4MOM  
(4666)
 
Birthright 
1-800-550-4900 
Bethany Christian
 Services 
1-800-238-4269
 
America's Crisis 
Pregnancy  
Helpline  
1 -800 -67
-BABY -6 
Problems After an Abortion? 
Conquerors 
Hotline 
1-612-866-7715 
American Victims of Abortion 
1-202-626-8800 
Project Rachel 
1-800-5- WE- 
CARE
 
American Rights 
Coalition  
1-800-634-2224  
Victims 
Of
 Choice 
1-708-378-1680 
Life Dynamics
 
1-817-380-8800 
Human Life Alliance of MN 
Education
 Fund disclaims 
any liability for any actions 
of any organization or us 
penonnel listed in this 
directory 
Crisis 
Pregnancy Help 
Post- Abortion Counseling 
San Leandro Crisis 
Pregnancy
 Services 
1933 Davis #215  (510) 569- 1200 
Union City - East Bay Crisis Pregnancy Center 
Mon. through Fri. 
9-5  Tues. 9-9 
4 Union Square, suite B  (510)487 
-4357
 
San Mateo Crisis Pregnancy Center 
218"B" Street  (415) 340- 1232 
Stanford Crisis Pregnancy Network 
(415)
 964 - 8093 
Concord - 
Pregnancy
 Center of Contra Costa 
M -F all day, 
single mother support 
5047  Clayton Road (510) 827 
-0100 
Daly city - Mother & Infant
 Wellness Program 
Mcdi-Cal
 required - San Mateo County only 
25 San Fernando Way, (415) 991 
-6301
 
Dublin.
 Valley 
Crisis  Pregnancy Center 
Mon. 
through  Fri. 9-5 Thurs 10-9 
7660 Amador Valley Blvd (510) 828- 4458 
Antioch - Pregnancy Center of Contra Costa 
1205 "A" 
St.,  Suite 2A  (510) 706 - 0100 
Sunnyvale  - Fremont Society 
Free tests, counseling, referrals, clothing, adoption 
130 East Fremont Ave. (408) 
732  -3733 
Novato-
 Pregnancy Resource Center 
1316 A Grant Ave.  (415) 892 - 0558 
San Jose- Juan
 Diego Society 
12 North White
 Road 
(408) 251 -0900 or (408) 258 - 2008 
San Jose -Crisis Pregnancy Centers
 
13136 Story Rd #3 (408) 
272-2755 
1150 Hillsdale Ave # 104 (408)978-9310 
Vacaville  - Alpha Crisis Pregnancy Center 
138 S. Orchard Ave.  (707) 
449-8991 
Nurturing Network 
Single, 
pregnant
 college or career
 women
 
1-800-866-4666 
San Francisco-
 Crisis Pregnancy Center 
1350-A Lawton St  ( 415) 753-8000 
Hayward - East Bay Crisis Pregnancy Center 
T-TH 10-4  22658 Main St.  ( 510) 888-9152 
Birthright:
 Practical support on a one to one basis 
Brentwood (510) 634-1275 Menlo Park
 (415) 32 - BIRTH 
San Francisco (415) 
664 - 9909 
Concord (510) 798 -7227 
Napa (707)
 255 -6111 San Rafael 
(415)  456 - 4500 
El Sobrante (510 ) 222 - 7822 
Oakland 
(510) 839 
-9203
 Santa Rosa (707) 546 - 7777 
Livermore 
(510 )  449 - 5887 Petaluma 
(707)  763-9888 Vallejo 
(707)  642 -5001
 
Maternity  Homes and Shelters 
Livermore-
 Shepherd's
 Gate 
Homeless  shelter  for women and children 
11639 Portola Ave.
  (510) 449 - 0163 
Napa - 
Choix de Vie, Inc. 
Women 13-19
 to 2 months after delivery 
1209 
Jefferson  #146, 
94559  
(707) 
258 - 0260 
Oakland- Casa Vincentia 
For single pregnant women 18 - 
25 
3210 62 Ave., (510) 729- 0316 
Sebastopol -Sarah's Maternity 
Home 
San Francisco 
- Queen of Peace 
Women's  Shelter 
Housing for pregnant, 
homeless  women and 
their  
children.
 55 Sadowa St. SE.  
(415)  
586-3449  
San
 Francisco - Raphael
 House 
Homelike, serving single or 
2 parent families
 8. 
women in the last 
month  of pregnancy 
1065 Sutter St., (415) 474 -4000
 
San Francisco - St. 
Elizabeth's  
On site 
services,
 ages 
11-18.  Referrals
 to 
licensed 
adoption agencies on 
request, Fee. 
100
 
Masonic
 Ave., (415) 567 
- 8370 
t:een's
 under 18, 
residency
 until child is 2. 
program (415) 325 2120 
For  drug addicted preg. women  
(707)  553-9904 
permission  - 435 
North  3rd St.  (408)294
 - 1238 
Vallejo
 - Conerstone
 House 
San Jose
 - Heritage Home 
7051 Skidmore Rd.  (707) 823-9365 Live-in for women
 over 18 yrs or w/ 
parents  
East Palo Alto -Families in 
Transition 
Bilingual Support groups, teen parent 
ifurarrainlif 
Planning  : Difilation Methodlainn 
County ; (415) 456 
- r487 
San 
Mateo  County; (415) 341 -8188 or
 (415) 345 -9076
 
Daly City- Seton Medical Center
 
(415) 
301 -8896 
Symoto-Thermal
 methoO mann County
 (415)
 459 - 
1956  
Contra  Costa  CO. (510)
 
672-0727
 
Women Exploited by Abortion (WEBA) 
Antmch
 (510) 754-7420 Mann (415) 892 - 5928 
San 
Mateo (415) 489-7323
 
Victims of Choice 
(707) 448 - 6015 
Vallejo - His Foundation 
703 Lassen  (707) 642-6294 
San Francisco - Project
 Rachel 
(415) 566 
- 3672 
Post Abortion, What Now? 
Kathy Adamson (415) 366 - 
4892 
South Solano Co. 
Coordinator - Jeaneue
 Hammer - ( 707) 552-8764 
*Most crisis pregnancy centers also 
offer post abortion counseling.
 
Ado 
'non 
Modesto - Bethany Christian Services 
2937 
Veneman,  Suite 265 C, 95356 
Oakland - Children's Home Society of 
CA
 
3200 Telegraph Ave., 
(510) 655 - 7406 
Santa 
Rosa - Partners for 
Adoption
 
4527 
Montgomery  Dr. Suite
 A, 95405 
(707)
 539 - 9068 or (800) 956- 0212 
Jewish Family
 & Children Services 
Adoption  
3272 California, San
 Francisco, CA 94115 
(415) 202-7494 
Fremont
-Christian  Action Council, PO Box 
8057, 94537-
8075 
Lowell King (510) 794 
-  5050 
Oakland Diocese 
Respect
 Life Office, 2350 
Pacheco
 St. 
#201, 
Concord,  94520 (510) 
680 - 8510 
Pleasant Hill - CA 
Right to Life Committee,
 Inc., 
1610 Oak Park Blvd #1, 94523
 (510) 944 -5351  FAX 944-5449
 
San 
Francisco - Respect Life 
Commission,  Archdiocese of 
San Francisco,  445 
Church  
St. 94004 
(415)565
 
.3672
 
San Francisco 
- United For Life ,P0 Box 
590713,  San Fran-
cisco CA 94159-0713  (415)
 567 - 2293 
San Jose
 
Pro-Life Council, PO Box
 700055, San Jose, CA 
95170-0055  
(408) CA4 - LIFE 
San Mateo Pro
-Life, PO Box 6273,94403 
(415) 341
 
-8188
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Birthmother
 
Opts 
for  
Adoption... 
The  
Loving
 
Alternative
 
It 
was the beginning of my junior year in 
high school. I was excited, looking forward 
to another year of diving, gymnastics and 
track. But this excitement quickly came to 
an end when I realized I was pregnant. 
When the pregnancy was confirmed, 
my 
mind went racing. It wasn't enough to just 
say 
that!
 was scared - I 
was  terrified! The 
idea of having an abortion was nem a 
consideration for me. I could not live 
with the realization that I was
 responsible 
for taking the life of my child - a death 
because of my actions. 
My first 
instincts told me that! needed to 
raise my child on my own. I knew I 
could  
love and care for
 a child, but 
when!
 stopped 
thinking
 about myself, and thought about 
what was best for my child, I knew
 adoption 
was the right decision. I was sixteen at the 
time. I 
wanted  to go back to school for my 
senior year and wanted to participate fully, 
in 
sports
 etc. I wanted to go on to college. 
I knew I could not do 
all of this and raise a 
child at the same time. I did not want to have 
to live with my parents indefinitely
 and 
depend on them for everything. I did not 
want them to be thrust into the role of prime 
care -givers for my child. It 
just  would not be 
fair for any of us, for them, 
myself  or the 
baby. I knew that placing my child for 
adoption would 
be
 the 
right thing to do, the 
loving alternative!
 
The adoption procedure I 
opted  for is not 
your ordinary plan. I 
chose  to do an inde-
pendent open adoption. Through
 this proc-
ess I was able to select from among the pro-
spective adoptive parents. I 
had the oppor-
tunity to establish a personal relationship 
with them as well as 
to develop a lasting 
friendship.
 The 
morel
 got to know them 
the 
more excited I 
was about placing my baby 
with this couple. They had so 
much  love and 
Lisa 0. 
security
 to offer my child. They were there
 
with me in the hospital when my 
son  was 
born. Their video
 camcorder ran non-stop.
 
I will 
always  treasure the three
 
days!
 spent 
in the hospital 
with my son. Handing him 
over  to his new parents 
was by no means 
easy, but I knew in my 
heart  that this was the 
right 
decision  for both of us. 
Many tears were shed 
throughout the nine 
months and 
during the hospital stay. But, 
they were not all tears of sadness. I miss my 
son very much. I think about
 him every day 
and a smile comes to my face.
 I thank the 
Lord that 
He
 led me to two such special 
people to be adoptive 
parents  for my child. 
It has been several years since
 my son was 
born. 
He now has an adoptive sister. I 
keep  
in
 contact with the family 
through letters and 
pictures. I can't 
begin  to explain the feelings 
of 
pride  and contentment that I 
experience
 
when I 
see the smile on his 
face. 
I am now a junior in 
college majoring in 
paralegal studies. Relinquishing my son 
was the hardest decsion
 I will ever have to 
make but 
I'm more confident than ever 
that
 
it was the right one. While in 
the hospital I 
received a card which read,
 "Some people 
come into our lives, leave 
footprints  on our 
hearts,  and we are never the 
same."
 This is 
so  true! 
Testimony
 by Lisa 0. of 
Minnesota.  
(Printed  with permission) 
Every year over two 
million requests for 
adoption go unsatisfied. 
If he is not alive, 
why is 
he growing? 
If he is 
not a human being, 
what kind 
of
 being is he? 
If he is not a child, 
why is he sucking his thumb? 
If 
he is a living, 
human
 child, 
why is it legal to kill him? 
18 week-old baby developing In the womb. 
The abortion
 experience 
for victims
 of rape 
and  
incest
 
by David C. Reardon
 
Rape and incest
 
are very emo-
tional topics. They often elicit 
in the general populace feelings 
of revulsion; people draw back 
from the issue 
of rape and in-
cest, even from the victims of 
rape and incest. People don't 
know how to handle a person 
who is in that much pain. There 
is no quick fix.... 
Some people who are other-
wise very pro-hfe 
will condone 
abortion in rape and incest 
cases because
 they don't know 
what else to offer. And they will 
accept it as a rare case. This 
pro -life 
difficulty  in defending 
the unborn even in 
rape
 and in -
test cases is
 largely due to igno-
rance because the facts, as I 
have found them, show that the 
victim's 
needs are not being 
served by abortion. In fact, 
rape and incest victims actually 
suffer considerably from the 
abortion. 
The facts suggest that only a 
minority of rape and incest
 vic-
tims actually choose ab3rtionl
so right there, one should pause 
and reflect. 
Abortion
 is not 
usually chosen as the immediate 
solution by rape and incest vic-
tims but that is the prevailing 
belief of the general population. 
A woman has been raped and 
made pregnant: "Oh, she's got 
to have an abortion." No one 
haa studied the rape and incest 
victims' needs; abortion is pre-
sumed to fill their needs. 
Kathleen 
DeZeruw  states, 
"Having lived 
through  rape, 
and also having raised a child 
'conceived in 
rape,'
 I feel per-
sonally insulted and assaulted
 
every time I hear 
that abortion 
should
 be legal because of rape 
and 
incest.
 I feel that we're 
being used 
by pro -abortionists 
to further the 
abortion  issue, 
even 
though
 we've not been 
asked to tell our side."
 
The children 
conceived  
through sexual assault also have 
a voice which deserves to he 
heard. 
Julie Makimaa, con-
ceived by an act of rape, works 
diligently against abortion. She 
believes every 
life has a  value 
beyond measure, a purpose 
which only time can reveal. Not 
ashamed of her 
origin,
 Julie 
proudly proclaims: "It doesn't 
matter 
howl
 began. What mat-
ters is who 
twill become." 
Abortion Adds 
to 
the Pain of Raps
 
Various studies and my 
own 
research indicate that rape and 
incest victims fall into the 
high 
risk category 
of
 &boners, and the 
existence of rape or incest is 
actually  contraindication
 for 
abortion. Jackie Bakker, whose 
testimony 
is
 in my book,' says, 
"I soon discovered 
that the af-
termath of my abortion contin-
ued a long time after the mem-
ory 
of my rape had faded.
 I felt 
empty and 
horrible. Nobody 
told me about the 
emptiness  and 
pain I would feel deep within 
causing 
nightmares  and deep de-
pressions. They had all told 
me 
that after the abortion
 I could 
continue 
with my life as if noth-
ing had happened."
 This is the 
same story we hear from 
a lot of 
aborted women. But for the 
rape
 and incest victim it is an 
es-
pecially keen story, 
because  they 
have been told, "In 
your
 situ-
ation
 that is the only thing 
you 
can do." And
 they have been 
betrayed by that advice 
"I felt empty and  
horrible...
 They had all 
told me that after the 
abortion 
I could con-
tinue with my life as if 
nothing had 
happened." 
Victims Gave Reasons to 
Forego Abortion 
Perhaps the best study was 
done by Dr. 
Sandra  Mahkom, 
published in 
Psychological  
Aspects of Abortion'
 Dr. 
Mahkorn was an experienced 
rape counselor who, in 1979, 
identified 37 pregnant 
rape
 vic-
tims who were treated by a so-
cial welfare agency. Of these 
37, only five chose to have an 
abortion. Of the 28 who gave 
birth, 17 chose 
adoption  and 3 
kept the child themselves; for 
the remaining 
eight, research 
was unable to determine where 
the child was placed. 
"I was being sexually 
attacked, threatened 
by him and betrayed 
by Mom's silence., the 
abortion which was to 
be in 'my best interest' 
has not been.. it only 
'saved their reputa-
tions,'  solved their 
problems and allowed 
their lives to go 
merrily on." 
Several
 
reasons
 were
 given 
for not 
aborting. 
First, 
several
 
WOMC11 
felt  that 
abortion
 was 
another  act 
of
 violence 
 that 
it was
 iIIIIII01111 or 
murder.  One 
said she would
 only suffer
 more 
mental 
anguish  from 
taking the 
life of a 
baby.  
Second,
 some 
saw 
an intrinsic
 meaning 
or 
purpose
 to the  child.
 Somehow
 
this
 child was 
foisted  into 
their
 
lives but, 
on
 the other hand,
 
they
 sensed some 
sort  of hidden 
purpose 
behind  it. And 
al-
though not 
responsible  for 
having 
brought the 
child  into 
being, it 
had happened;
 and die 
consequences 
could  be lived 
with. 
Third, at a 
subconscious
 
level, the 
rape  victim feels that 
V. she can get 
through  the preg-
nancy she will have 
conquered  
the rape. 
Outlasting pregnancy
 
shows she
 is better than 
the 
rapist who brutalized 
her. Giv-
ing birth, 
then,  is the way rape 
victims 
seek
 to reclaim their 
sellesteem. It is a totally 
seV-
less act, a generous act, espe-
cially in light of the pressure to 
abort 
It
 is a way for them to 
display their 
courage  and 
strength to survive even a rape. 
In her study, Mahkorn found 
that feelings or issues relating to 
the rape experience were the 
primary 
concern
 for most of the 
pregnant rape victims  
not 
pregnancy. While 
19%  a 
significant number  placed 
primary emphasis on their need 
to confront their feelings about 
the pregnancy, including
 feel-
ings of resentment
 and hostility 
towards the unborn child, the 
primary difficulty they experi-
enced with the rape pregnancy 
was pressure from other people 
who saw the pregnancy as a blot 
to be eliminated. Family and 
friends just weren't supportive 
of the woman's choice to bear 
the child. 
Dr. Mahkorn also found that, 
in the group
 who carried their 
pregnancies to term, none, at the 
end of pregnancy, wished she 
had decided on 
an abortion. 
Abortion therefore inhibits the 
healing to the rape victim and 
reinforces 
negative  attitudes. 
Abortion 
Reinforces  
Women's 
Powerlessness
 
Another
 example
 from 
my
 
book is 
Vanessa 
Landry,  
another
 
rape victim
 who said.
 "I didn't
 
really 
want
 to have 
the 
abortion.
 
I have 
always 
been 
against
 abor-
tion all 
my life. 
People  think
 that 
whenever
 anyone
 is raped,
 they 
have 
to 
have
 an 
abortion.
 My 
social
 worker
 just 
kept  
telling
 
me 
all kinds
 of things
 to 
encourage
 
me
 to 
have 
the  
abortion.  
They 
didn't 
give 
me
 any 
other 
option  
except
 to 
abort.
 
(Continued on 
page 10) 
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The The 
Abortifacient
 Na i re 
of Sonic 
Uontracepti%es
 
THE
 BIRTH 
CONTROL
 PILL- 
The "Pill" causes
 150 different 
chemical  changes
 in the 
woman's  body 
(chemical
 warfare). 
This fact is 
documented  in the 
Textbook  of 
Contraception
 
by Malcolm 
Potts,  director of 
Planned
 Parenthood 
of
 England (Cambridge
 Press 1983, p.I 
44). 
The 
"Pill"  works in 
three ways: 
I)
 Temporary 
Sterilization
 - preventing 
ovulation; however, 
it is estimated that the
 low 
dosage 
pills now in use, 
fail
 to suppress 
ovulation
 50% of the time!
 
2) Abortion - altering 
the lining of the womb,
 making it hostile to a 
newly conceived child 
and preventing implantation
 in the womb. 
3)
 Contraception - The
 "Pill" thickens the 
cervical  mucus slowing 
the transportation of 
sperm to the ovum. 
INTRAUTERINE DEVICE 
(I.U.D.)  - though touted and 
sold
 as a contraceptive, in reality,
 
the 
I.U.D.
 does 
not prevent conception. 
Neither  does it prevent ovulation.
 The I.U.D.'s 
mode  of action is to create a hostile and
 inflammatory environment in the 
womb so that a 
newly
 conceived child cannot implant
 and grow there. The fertilized 
ovum  is thus expelled. 
Also acting as abortifacients
 
are other equally deceptive "contraceptives':
 Depo-Provera, 
Norplant, RU486, Abortifacient Vaccines, Cytotec, etc. 
Answers to Abortion I.Q. Quiz I) D; 2) D; 3) C; 4) B; 5) C; 
6) D; 7) B; 8) D; 
9) B; 10) C; 11) B; 12) A; 13) C (1 in 5); 14) D 
The Declaration of Independence begins with: 
"We hold these truths
 to be self evident, that all men are created equal, that they 
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, among these are Life, 
Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness..." 
. \ ,  
  LOLLEGIANS 
FOR  LIFE] 
IA Sect 1112  1114a*inglsoi ae, 20013-1112  (202) 737-1007 
American
 Collegians for
 Life will help you establish an effective organization on 
your campus. ACL provides
 the educational and resource material to help you: 
 develop a campus pro -life group 
 network with pro-life groups on other 
campuses  
 
Organize
 on -campus pro -life activities, 
such as inviting nationally 
known speakers and arrangement 
for HLA Supplement distribution. 
1
 
4. 
Collegians  Activated
 to Liberate Life 
(National 
Networking)
 Box 259806 
( 2  
LL
-N
-\--Madison,
 
WI
 53725  1-608-256-2255 
_ 
E-mail: 
CALLNET@AOL.COM  
CALL  maintains that 
any efforts to
 end the holocaust of abortion
 
permanantly  are 
made
 in vain, unless 
the youth of today
 arc willing 
to 
commit  
themselves,
 without 
reserve,  to 
continuing
 the fight for
 
the 
culture  of life 
into the 
next
 
generation. 
We
 travel 
throughout  
America 
cultivating
 
new 
leaders
 and 
instilling
 vision and
 passion in 
them, during
 this, the 
most  crucial
 period in 
prolifc
 history. 
Abortion 
Techniques 
Described  
Suction -Aspiration: The method of abortion most 
commonly  used for early pregnancies. 
The abortionist inserts a hollow plastic 
tube into the dilated uterus. The tube is connected 
to a powerful suction 
apparatus. The suction tears the baby's body into pieces. 
Dilitation and curettage (D and 
C): Similar to the suction procedure except the 
abortion-
ist inserts a tiny 
hoe -like instrument into the uterus. With 
this,  the abortionist cuts the baby 
into  pieces and scrapes him/her out into a basin. 
Bleeding  is usually profuse. 
Dilitation  and evacuation (D and E): Used after 12 weeks. A pliers -like instrument
 is 
needed because 
the baby's bones are calcified, as is the skull. The abortionist inserts the 
instrument into the uterus, seizes a leg or other part of the 
body
 and, with a twisting motion, 
tears it from the 
baby's  body. The spine must be snapped and the skull 
crushed
 in order 
to remove them from 
the womb. 
Salt poisoning (saline 
injection):  This is used after 16 weeLs. A long needle is 
inserted  
through the mother's abdomen into the baby's sac.
 Some fluid is removed and a strong salt 
solution is injected. The 
solution is swallowed and "breathed" and slowly poisons the baby. 
He/she kicks and jerks violently as he/she is literally being burned 
alive.  
Ilysterotomy or 
Caesarean  Section: Used mainly in the la : three months of pregnancy,
 
the womb is entered by surgery through the wall 
of
 the abdomen The tiny baby is removed 
and
 allowed to 
die
 by neglect 
or
 direct act. 
Prostaglandin chemical abortion: 
This
 form of abortion uses chemicals, developed by the 
Upjohn Pharmaceutical Co., which cause the uterus to contract intensely, pushing out the 
developing baby. In one article, one of the complications listed 
with this method was 
"live
 
birth." In fact, the two most "dreaded" complications for an abortionist are a dead mother 
or a live baby. 
Dilatation  and Extraction (D and X) Late Term Abortions 
(The authenticity of the 
following information has been
 
confirmed in an article in the American 
Medical Association's 
Newsletter,  American Medical News, in the July 5, 1993 edition). 
At a September13-14, 1992 meeting of the 
National  Abortion Federation, a trade 
association of abortion providers, an Ohio abortionist, Dr. Martin Haskell, described this 
new technique he has perfected. Unlike the D & E procedure whereby the preborn child is 
dismembered inside the 
mother's  womb, with the D 
& X method the
 prebom 
baby is 
alive 
until the end of the procedure when the child is killed by suctioning the brain tissue through 
a hole at the base of the skull while the baby's head is still inside the uterus. Then the intact 
aborted child, minus brain content, is removed from the womb. 
According to the paper presented by Dr. Haskell the procedure takes three days and begins 
with "dilation (and) MORE DILATION." The cervix is initially dilated to 9-11 mm. with 
mechanical dilators, 
in
 order to accommodate the placement of five to seven synthetic 
laminaria, Dilapan hydroscopic
 dilators, which remain in place overnight. 
The following morning the Dilapan are removed and replaced with a second insertion of 
15 to 25 
dilators, again
 left overnight. 
The  Dilapan 
process
 may
 cause 
severe  cramping. 
On the third day, after removing the dilators, the abortionist ruptures the membranes, if 
this has not already happened, and 
drains the amniotic fluid. The abortionist
 places
 an 
ultrasound transducer on the mother's abdomen and locates the child's legs and 
feet.  
The abortionist then uses a large forceps to grasp one of the baby's legs. 
He
 pulls firmly, 
forcing the child into a feet
-down  position. He continues pulling until the baby's leg is drawn 
into
 the birth canal. 
Next, using his hands instead of forceps, the abortionist delivers the baby's body in a 
manner similar to a breech birth. 
First,  the child's other leg is delivered, followed by the 
torso, shoulders, and arms. The baby's head "usually" remains inside the uterus. 
The abortionist then performs the last 
step  which Dr. Haskell calls "fetal skull decompres-
sion." Using blunt -tipped surgical scissors in a closed position,
 he
 pierces the 
child's head 
at the base of 
the skull. He then forces the scissors open to 
enlarge  the skull opening. 
Removing
 the scissors, the abortionist inserts a suction 
catheter  into the wound and 
vacuums out the child's brain 
tissue (in Dr. Haskell's words, "evacuates the skull 
contents")  
causing the baby's death. With the skull  emptied 
of
 brains, it collapses and he then "applies 
traction to the (dead)
 fetus removing it completely from the 
patient." 
Dr. Haskell has performed 
over  700 of these abortions on prebom babies as old as 26 
weeks. Dr. 
Haskell
 refers to another abortionist, Dr. James
 McMahon of McMahon Med. 
Center and Eve Surgical Centers 
in
 Los Angeles and Tarzama. CA, who not
 only also uses 
this technique but 
sometimes
 uses it to abort prebom children up 
to 32 weeks "or more." 
Barbara Radford, Executive Director 
of the National Abortion Federation 
said of this 
late -term
 abortion technique, in a 6/18/93
 letter to NAF members, "Don't 
apologize:  this is 
a legal 
abortion procedure." 
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Rape and Incest 
(Continued  from page 8) 
They 
said I was just another mi-
nority bringing a child into the 
world and there were too many 
already."'  Here is a woman 
who is being v 
ictimized
 not only 
because
 she is a rape victim. but 
also because she is black and a 
minority 
and she has a low
 
income. That 
is one of the 
stories that upsets 
me
 the most. 
Childbirth can be a victory. 
For the majority of pregnant
 
rape victim_s who wisely choose 
to forego abortion, childbirth 
is the choice of triumph
 over 
rape. It is a choice 
that
 says, 
"Rape will not dictate my life." 
It allows
 them to show their 
own courage and generosity. 
When the  need of pregnant 
rape victims is carefully exam-
ined, it can 
be shown the abor-
tion is not necessary and in-
deed is very 
likely to hinder 
recovery by increasing feelings
 
of guilt, shame 
and low self-
esteem. 
Like Incest, Abortion 
Promotes Silence 
Incest victims face similar 
problems. Incest is a very 
complex
 issue and it is hard to 
say much in a very 
short period 
of time, but the vast majority of 
mcestvicumswanttocarry
 their 
pregnancy
 to term. These are 
young girls for whom
 preg-
nancy is a way
 to break out of 
an incestuous relationship with 
their father, 
whom
 they may 
love despite their confusion and 
resentment about the way they 
have been used 
as sexual ob-
jects. Since they
 still love the 
father, having the child can not 
only help 
expose  the incestu-
ous relationship
 but also give
 
hope of beginning
 a truly lov-
ing relationship. 
In studies
 of incest victims, 
they ast majority choose to carry 
the 
pregnancy  to term.' Those 
in 
the minority who have an 
abortion do so only under pres-
sure from their parents
 to con-
ceal the incestuous relationship. 
Because 
incest  is a family pa-
thology that involves father,
 
mother and daughter, all are in-
volved
 in a conspiracy
 of si-
lence.' 
I interviewed Edith Young, 
now 38 years old, who was a 
rape and incest victim at 12 
years of age. To cover up the 
incident,
 her parents procured 
an abortion for her without tell-
ing her
 what was to 
happen.  
The emotional and physical 
scars of incest and abortion still 
last to this
 day. She said, 1 was 
being sexually attacked, threat-
ened by him and betrayed by 
Mom's  silence...the abortion 
which was to be in 'my best 
interest' has not 
been...it  only 
'saved their reputations,' 
solved  
their problems and allowed their 
lives to go merrily on." 
Pro -life persons don't have 
any reason to be ashamed to 
defend a pro
-life  view in the 
case of rape or incest. The 
ones who need to be ashamed 
are the pro -abortionists who 
have been exploiting
 the prob-
lems of rape and incest vic-
tims, confusing the 
public
 and 
promoting abortion for their 
own social engineering goals. 
To my knowledge,
 pro -abor-
tionists 
have never yet brought 
together a group of rape and 
incest victims who carried their 
pregnancies to term who said, 
"Oh, that was the worst thing I 
ever 
did. Why didn't some-
body give 
me an abortion when 
I needed it?" 
We, on the other
 hand, can 
produce women who took the 
advice of the pro
-abortionists, 
had the abortion and 
now  say, 
-This abortion ruined my life. 
What were you telling me?" 
We need to join rape and incest 
victims in demanding that pro -
abortionists stop exploiting the 
pain of innocent
 women's prob-
lems for their own political ends. 
'Pregnancy and Sexual Assault, 
Sandra Mahkom, in The Psy-
chological 
Aspects
 ofAbortion, 
ed. Mall and Watts (1979), pp. 
53-72. 
'Aborted Women: Silent No 
more.  David C. Reardon 
(1987).
 
pp. 
206-210.
 
BeText
 omitted. 
'Outcome Following Thera-
peutic Abortion.
 Payne et al., 
Arch. Gen.
 Psychiatry 33:725-
733 
(June  1976). 
'Supra, 
note
 I. 
'Supra, note 2, pp. 276-278. 
'The Consequences
 of Incest: 
Giving and Taking Life, 
Maloof. in The 
Psychological  
Aspects of Abortion, ed. Mall 
and Watts (1979), pp. 73-110. 
'Father -Daughter Incest  
Treatment of the Family. 
Kennedy, Laval Medical 
40:946-950 (1969). 
"Supra, note 
2, pp. 212-218. 
David C. Reardon is Director 
of the Elliot Institute for Social 
Sciences Research and author 
of the book "Aborted Women: 
Silent No More" (1987). For a 
copy of Post -abortion Review 
Newsletter, write to: P.O. 
Box  
9079, Springfield, IL 62791. 
The majority of this article 
appeared in Association for  
Interdisciplinary
 Research 
Newsletter, Vol 2, Fall 1988 
Planned 
Parenthood
 Ignores Own Advice 
In 1963,
 a Planned Parenthood publication,
 Plan Your Children For Health 
and  
Happiness
 stated: "An abortion kills  
the life of an baby after it 
has  begun. It is 
dangerous to your
 life an health." Yet Planned 
Parenthood  now operates the 
nation's largest number
 of
 abortion mills 
Carol Everett was 
involved  in the abortion 
industry 
in the Dallas/Ft Worth, Texas, area 
from 1977 until 1983 As c4rector 
of
 lour 
clinics,
 owner of two, Ms Everett was respon 
sible for the clinics' daily operation
 Everett, 
who
 had an abortion  soon after
 
it became legal 
in 
1973,  now speaks out on 
"What I 
Saw in the 
Abortion  
Industry"
 
Q
What is the governing 
force 
behind the abortion 
industry?
 
A. 
Money. It is a very lucrative 
business.
 It is the largest unregulated indus-
try in our nation. Most
 of the clinics
 
are run 
in 
chains
 because it is so 
profitable.  
Q
How 
much  money were you 
making in 
the abortion 
industry
 before you quit? 
A. I was 
getting a commission of $25.00
 on 
every abortion I 
"sold".
 In 1983, the year I 
got out, I would 
have
 pocketed approxi-
mately $250,000. But, in 
1984
 we expected 
to be operating five 
clinics,  terminating about 
40,000 pregnanc ies, and
 with that projection 
I planned to net SI million. Money,
 Money, 
Money   that's where my 
heart  was. 
Q
Why 
do
 you refer to "selling" 
abortions? 
A. The product,
 abortion, is skill-
fully marketed 
and  sold to the woman at 
the  
crisis time
 in her life. She buys 
the  product, 
Finds
 it defective and wants to 
return it for a 
refund. But, it's too late. 
Her baby is dead. 
Q
In what
 way is the 
woman  
deceived? 
A. In two 
ways   the clinic per-
sonnel and the 
marketers
 must deny the per-
sonhood  of the child and 
the pain caused by 
the procedure. Every woman 
has two ques-
tions,
 "Is it a baby'?" and 
"Does  it hurt?" The 
abortionist 
mustanswer"NO!'
 
He/she
 
must  
lie to secure the consent of the woman
 and 
the 
collection
 of the clinic's fee. 
The  women 
were told that
 
we
 were dealing with 
a"prod-
uct 
of
 conception" or a "glob 
of tissue:' 
They were 
told that there would be only 
slight cramping, 
whereas, in reality, 
an 
abortion is 
excruciatingly  painful. 
QWhat
 type
 of counseling 
was 
offered at the 
clinics? 
A. In the clinics 
in which I was 
involved  we didn't 
do any real counseling.
 
We answered 
only
 the questions the 
woman 
asked and tried 
not  to "rock the boat." We 
did not discuss 
alternatives  to abortion 
un-
less the 
woman  forced 
us
 to. We sold 
abor-
jim. 
Q
What method of 
abortion  
did your clinics use? 
A.
 For the most part, the 
abortion 
industry 
stopped using 
saline  and 
prostaglandin  procedures 
herause of the 
number of live 
births.
 A live birth 
means 
you have
 to let the baby die, or 
dispose of it 
in some 
distasteful
 way. Most
 second and 
third
 trimester 
abortionists
 usc the D 
& E 
(dilation
 and 
evacuation)
 method. 
The  
abortionist
 uses large 
forceps  to crush the
 
baby  inside the mother's
 uterus and remove 
it in pieces. The side
 effects of live births
 
and the 
mother  going through 
labor are 
avoidxl. 
But it is a horrible
 procedure in 
which the 
baby must be
 
re -constructed
 out-
side
 the uterus to be 
certain
 all the parts have 
been removed.
 
Carol Everett 
Q
How did you dispose of an 
aborted baby? 
A. In our clinics, we put them 
down
 the 
garbage 
disposal.  We used 
the 
heavy duty model. Some second and third 
trimester babies' muscle structure is so strong 
that the baby will not come apart, so they 
must be disposed of through trash
 
recep-
tacles.
 
Abortion is supposed to be a 
"safe" experience. What 
complications did you witness? 
A. We were doing 
a one -day traumatic 
dilation, which 
has a higher rate of compli-
cation. In the last 18 months I was in 
the  
business, we were com pled ng 
over
 500 abor-
tions 
monthly  and killing or maiming one
 
woman out of 500. Common 
complications
 
that take place are perforations
 or tears in the 
uterus. Many of those result in hysterecto-
mies. The doctor 
might  cut or harm the 
urinary tract, which then 
requires surgical 
repair. A 
complication
 that is rarely publi-
cized is the one in 
which  the doctor perfo-
rates 
the  uterus and pulls the bowels 
through  
the vagina, 
resulting  in colostomy. 
Some of 
those can be reversed, some 
must
 live with 
the colostomy for the 
remainder of their 
lives.
 
Q
How 
did you keep 
these 
complications
 and deaths from 
the 
public?  
A. The 
woman  would 
be
 loaded into 
my
 car 
(an 
ambulance outside an 
abortion clinic is 
terrible
 advertising) 
and transported 
to a 
hospital
 that would 
protect  the doctor 
and 
the 
abortion clinic's 
reputation. The 
con-
cern is not
 with the patient 
only in keeping an 
unblemished  reputation.
 You have a 
built-in 
cover-up  with the 
patients'  family. 
They
 arc 
dealing with 
their guilt and 
emotions  over 
the 
situation and do 
not  want to deal 
with  the 
added 
pressure  of exposing
 the truth 
through
 
the 
media.  
Q
Why 
did you 
get out 
of the 
abortion  
business?
 
A. Two
 things 
came  into 
play  at 
about
 the same time.
 I experienced
 a pro-
foundly
 
religious
 
transformation --a
 
conver-
sion.
 At about
 the time
 I was 
having  
second  
thoughts  a 
Dallas 
television  
station 
did  an 
expose 
disclosing
 
the
 
abortions
 
performed
 
at
 my clinic
 on non
-pregnant
 women
  all 
for 
money!  I 
finally  
realized,  
"We 
weren't  
helping
 women
  
we
 were 
destroying
 them
 
 and 
their 
children."  
By then 
my 
transfor-
mation
 was 
complete
 and I 
knew 
that  I not
 
only 
had  to stop 
being  
involved
 with abor-
tions 
but  I had 
to help 
promote
 the 
truth.  
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ABORTION:
 
Possible
 
Effects
 on Your 
Body  
Immediate
 
Intense 
pain
 Punctured
 uterus 
Excessive 
bleeding 
Infection  
Parts  of 
baby
 left 
inside  
Shock/Coma  
Damage
 to other 
organs 
Death  
Later 
-Inability to become
 pregnant again
 
Miscarriage/Stillbirths
 Tubal
 Preganancies 
Premature births 
Pelvic inflammatory
 disease 
Hysterectomy  Two to 
Four times Higher 
Risk  of Developing 
Breast  Cancer 
"People
 do not understand
 that there are 
thousands  of serious 
physical  complications 
from abortion
 every year in this 
country."
 Dr. Bernard Nathanson,
 OB-GYN, 
"The inherent
 risk of abortion is no; 
fully appreciated, both 
by
 many in the profession 
and certainly not by the public." 
The American Colleges of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology.
 
Possible 
Effects
 on Your 
Emotions  
The Most 
Common 
Guilt Desire to become pregnant
 again 
Depression/Crying  Inability to forgive yourself Intense grief/sadness 
*Anger/Rage 
Emotional  numbness 
Sexual problems Lowered 
self-esteem
 
Nightmares Anorexia or other eating 
disorders  
Drug or alcohol abuse 
Suicidal
 urges
 
"Abortion has a painful aftermath. regardless of the woman's religious beliefs, or how 
positive
 she may have felt beforehand about her decision to 
abort."  
Vincent
 Rue, Ph.D, 
Psychologist.  
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"Tim,  I think I'm pregnant." It 
was  New 
Year's 
Eve, 1973. My 
boyfriend  sighed 
deeply, his gaze 
remaining  fixed on the TV. 
"Just 
have  your period, all right?" 
he mut-
tered. I felt a sour 
lump
 in the back of my 
throat. My breasts were 
tender.
 Yes, I was 
pregnant,
 and I was scared! 
I knew from first hand 
experience
 how 
tough it is 
raising
 a child as a single mother. 
I already
 had 
a 
2 -year
 old 
daughter,
 Jennifer, 
from
 an earlier  
unsuccessful marriage. We 
lived in the inner city and
 could barely make 
ends 
meet.  When my pregnancy was con-
firmed,
 Tim's non -committal
 response to 
my 
distress and his move to Chicago, 400 
miles  
away,  left me despondent
 and leaning 
more and more toward abortion as the "easy 
way
 
out."  I was already
 
struggling  
finan-
cially 
with 
onc child. How could 
I raise two'? 
I drove 
to Chicago
 to try to 
convince
 Tim 
to marry
 me. 
He was deaf to my pleas and 
unmoved
 
by
 my tears. 
Believing
 I had no 
viable
 
alternative, I convinced 
him to give 
me money
 for an 
abortion.  
As I sat in 
the abortion clinic
 waiting
 my 
turn,
 
everything
 around 
me
 seemed
 like a 
nightmare.
 
Women  lounged
 on 
garishly
 
printed
 
couches as rock 
music  played 
on
 the 
intercom.
 Everything seemed so 
casual,  and 
there I was, feeling like I wanted to die. 
When
 the
 nurse called 
my name, 
I changed 
Post
 
Abortion
 
Syndrome
 
(Women 
suffering
 mental and
 emotional 
anguish  following
 an abortion) 
Dr. 
Anne  Speckhard, PhD,
 in her study
 on Post 
Abortion
 Syndrome, 
found  
the following 
effects  on women. 
Events 
Related  to 
Abortion  
 
23%  had hallucinations
 related to 
the  abortion 
 35%
 perceived visitation
 from the aborted
 child 
 54% had 
nightmares  related 
to the abortion 
 69% 
experienced  feelings
 of "craziness" 
 73% had 
flashbacks
 of abortion 
experience 
 81%
 had a preoccupation
 with the aborted
 child 
Most  Common 
Behavioral  Problems
 After 
Abortion
 
 61% increased
 their use of alcohol
 
 65% had thoughts
 of suicide 
 69% were 
sexually  inhibited 
 
73%  had flashbacks 
of the abortion 
 77% experienced
 an inability to 
communicate  
 81% experienced
 frequent crying 
Problems  ... after an 
abortion? 
MEDICAL
  LEGAL  
EMOTIONAL  HELP 
CALL 
1-800-634-2224
 AMERICAN 
RIGHTS  COALITION 
or 1-800-962-2319
 LEGAL ACTION 
FOR  WOMEN 
Additional  Resources
 listed on Page 5 
I've
 
been there
 
too! 
my mind, broke into tears, 
and left. 
I felt desperately
 alone. Back at the 
university,  I 
often  cried myself to sleep. 
I decided toconfidc in a couple of  college 
professors. They collected money to fly
 me 
back to Chicago to have an abortion. Now I 
was determined, even 
obligated,  to go 
through
 with it. 
Still, I agonized! 
Ironically, 
that
 semester, I was taking a 
class in fetal development. I knew there was 
a baby 
in my womb with her heart beating 
and her own circulatory system. Those 
pictures flashed in my mind as I sat 
there,
 
clad in a paper gown and 
paper  slippers. 
I was summoned to the room where the 
abortions arc performed. 1 could hear a 
woman sobbing hysterically in the recovery 
room. It reminded me of 
someone  who had 
witnessed the death of a loved one in a fatal 
accident. I'll never
 forget it. 
As the 
doctor was examining
 
me, prior to 
performing the 
abortion,  he suddenly stopped 
and  said to the 
nurse.,"
 Get
 her out of here! 
She's too faralong!" Relief 
instantly washed 
over
 me! How odd! I had thought I wanted 
an abortion but now felt
 instantly relieved to 
know
 I was still pregnant. 
I decided to use 
every ounce of courage! 
could muster to deal 
with toy pregnancy. 
My ambivalence turned
 into love for my 
unborn
 
child. When my beautiful 
daughter  
was born, I named  her
 Melanie. 
It took 
energy and creativity
 to support 
the 
three of us. My two 
daughters  inspired 
me to do great things. They
 never stood in 
the way of my 
career.  They have only
 
enhanced
 it. I finished my 
degree;
 then I 
went on to get my 
Master's and Ph.D. 
Be-
sides being a 
proud  mother, I am 
happily
 
married, 
a published author, a 
motivational  
speaker for one 
of
 the largest seminar 
com-
panies
 in the U.S. and a part-time 
musician. 
I 
have  learned that
 life is really 
about  
developing 
character.
 When we 
endure
 
something 
tough, our character and 
self-
esteem are strengthened. Many women 
who  
have confessed to 
me that they've had abor-
tions have
 discovered that 
the "easy way 
out" is just an 
illusion.
 Some of them arc in 
abusive 
relationships.  Some are 
on anti-
depressants. Others just 
seem
 detached from 
life. 
Some sadly remember their 
aborted  
child's 
"would be" birthday each 
year.  
If you 
are in a crisis pregnancy, 
I cannot 
promise that it will be easy. 
I can only 
promise that 
the  anguish will pass and there 
are people who will help you through this 
trying time. (pg. 5) 
As someone who has 
"been there" I 
understand the anguish you 
arc experiencing. One day you will look 
hack
 on the birth of your child,
 and say, as 
I do, "I did the right thing.
 And I feel proud." 
Sincerely,
 
with
 love,
 
Dr. 
Angela
 
Woodhull
 
Glamour(
 
2194),  
the
 
popular
 
women's  
magazine,  
afttr 
receiving
 
input  
from
 
3000 
women
 
reported,
 
"Virtually
 all 
of
 
those  
who'd  
had
 
abortions
 in 
the 
past
 
said 
that
 if 
they'd  
only
 known
 how
 much
 
they'd  
regret
 
having
 an 
abortion,
 they 
never
 would
 have 
agreed
 to the
 
procedure...The
 
births  
of
 
subsequent
 
children 
or some
 other 
exposure
 to the
 
intricacies
 of 
child  
development
 
were  
often 
listed 
as 
experiences
 that 
helped 
them  
see
 just 
how 
misguided
 they
 had 
been
 in 
deciding  
to 
abort."
 
One  
woman
 
said 
"Society
 told 
me it 
(abortion)
 
was  
safe
 and 
legal. 
And 
the  
abortionist
 and 
her  
medical  
crew  
never  
counseled
 me 
on 
anything-
 the 
procedure
 
itself, 
the 
risks,
 the 
alternatives,
 and 
what 
my 
choices  
were...I
 
wondered
 why,
 if I 
had  
participated
 in 
this
 
wonderful,
 self 
lib-
erating
 
experience,
 I did 
not 
feel
 a 
sense  
of 
deliverance,
 but 
a loss 
of self 
respect,
 
and 
little  by 
little 
a loss 
of 
myself."  
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How Developed Is 
Your
 
Baby?  
Baby at Approximately
 
Six Weeks 
This 
remarkable  photograph of a tiny pre
-
born baby in his 
unruptured  amniotic sac 
was  taken after surgery 
(for  a tuhal preg-
nancy) 
at the University of Minnesota
 by 
medical 
photographer,
 
Robert Wolfe, in 
1972. This 
picture  demonstrates
 the re-
markable
 early development of a 
preborn 
baby at 
only
 six weeks after 
conception.  
Consider 
This
 Testimony 
"Eleven years ago while giving 
an
 anes-
thetic for a ruptured cc topic pregnancy (at 8 
weeks gestation).
 
I was handed what I 
believe was the smallest living human ever 
seen. The embryonic sac was intact and 
transparent. Within the sac was a tiny human 
male swimming extremely vigorously in the 
amniotic 
fluid,  while attached to the wall by 
the umbilical cord. This tiny human was 
perfectly developed, with long, tapering 
fingers, feet and toes. It was almost trans-
parent, as regards the skin, and the delicate 
arteries and veins were prominent to the 
ends of the
 fingers. 
"The baby was extremely alive and swam 
about the sac approximately
 one time per 
second, with a natural swimmer's stroke. 
This tiny human did not look at all like the 
photos and drawings and models of 'em-
bryos' which I had seen, nor did it look like 
a few embryos I have been able to observe 
since then,
 obviously because this one was 
alive! 
"When the sac was 
opened,
 the tiny human 
immediately lost his life and took on the 
appearance of what is accepted as the ap-
pearance of an embryo at this stage 
of
 life 
(with blunt
 extremities etc.)." 
Statement by Paul E. Rockwell, M.D., 
anesthesiologist, as quoted by Dr. and Mrs. 
J.C. Willke in Handbook on 
Abortion.  
Feet of Baby at 
Ten 
Weeks  
Dr. Russell Sacco of Oregon 
took this picture of the per-
fectly
 formed feet of a 10 -
week -old aborted baby wait-
ing for disposal
 in a 
pathologist's laboratory. The 
feet in the picture arc held 
between the doctor's thumb 
and 
forefinger.  
Don't
 Make 
My Mistakes
 
Mloheiie C. 
Some
 
people
 say 
that 
abortion
 is 
"an 
informed
 
decision  
between
 a 
woman  
and  
her 
physician." 
You 
hear  that a 
lot.  
But  the 
fact
 is that 
most women
 never 
meet
 
the 
abortionist  
until  they are 
on the 
table, 
as happened
 in 
my 
case.  
I was 
18 years old when I got pregnant. I wasn't 
serious  about  my 
boyfriend. It was a casual
 relationship. Since I had already enlisted 
in 
the Air Force, I 
thought
 I had to have an abortion in order to make 
something out of 
my life. 
My best friend drove me to the abortion 
clinic. I was there for about 
four hours. It was like an assembly 
line.  When the ultrasound was being 
done I asked to see
 it. But this wasn't allowed (so much for "an 
informed
 
decision"). Then I asked how far along I was. I was told I was nine -
and-a -half weeks pregnant. That hit me hard. I knew then that my baby 
was further developed than I had thought I started doubting, and wanted 
to talk to my friend. But! wasn't allowed to do that either. 
When it was my turn the nurse told me that I was going to feel some 
discomfort, like strong menstrual cramps. The truth is that the abortion 
was more pain than I've 
ever
 felt in my life. It felt like my insides were 
literally being sucked out of my body. Afterwards I went into shock! 
After the abortion, I tried to make up for the abortion by trying to 
get  
pregnant again.  I wanted my baby back. 
I never got pregnant again. I 
don't
 know if! can
 ever have another baby. I named my baby. I found 
out later that this is part 
of the grieving process. 
I ended up in the hospital with bulimia two -and -one-half 
years later. I 
felt that no one had punished me for what I had done so I 
was punishing 
myself. I became obsessed with women
 who were pregnant, with women 
who would talk about 
their  pregnancy. My life was in shambles! I 
was  
suffering from post
-abortion  trauma. 
When! 
was 21 years old God brought me help 
through  a woman who 
was involved in pro -life 
activism.  She helped me a lot. I went
 through a 
post -abortion counseling program called 
"Conquerors."  God not only 
forgave  me, He challenged me to 
help others . I answered the 
challenge!  
I started picketing 
and  sidewalk counseling. There is 
a healing process 
that 
comes  from getting involved in the pro
-life  movement. I talk to youth 
groups and students about 
abstinence  and I share my testimony.
 To them, 
and to you, plead, "Please don' t make the same mistakes! did."
 
See pages 5 & 8 for alternatives
 to abortion! 
Human  Life Alliance
 of Minnesota,
 Inc. 
3570 Lexington 
Avenue  North, Suite 205  St. 
Paul, MN 55126  (612) 484-1040
 
